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MICHAEL MCKIBBEN, THE REAL INVENTOR OF
SOCIAL NETWORKING, ENDORSES DONALD
TRUMP

FIG. 2—MICHAEL T. MCKIBBEN, FOUNDER &

CHAIRMAN, LEADER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

MCKIBBEN SAYS DONALD TRUMP IS A PROBLEM SOLVER AND
HILLARY CLINTON LACKS A MORAL COMPASS
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PDF

FIG. 1–DONALD J. TRUMP, REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
Photo: WND.

(SEP. 13, 2016)—Columbus innovator
Michael McKibben today endorsed Donald
Trump for President.

In 1997, McKibben founded Leader Technologies
(“Leader”) in Columbus, Ohio when the commercial
Internet had fewer than 10 million users. He had just
rebuilt AT&T’s email system before starting Leader.

He says the AT&T experience gave him a bird’s eye
view of the emerging Internet and the weaknesses of
existing IBM, Microsoft and Xerox approaches to large‐

scale collaboration. He says in the late 1990’s Leader “cracked the code” on how to handle
millions of simultaneous Internet users. All told, they risked $20 million in investments and
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wrote 650,000 lines of computer source code.

The rigged system that Donald Trump speaks about failed to protect McKibben's patent—
stolen by Clinton, Bush, Obama intelligence insiders to control the Internet and global
information flow. McKibben hopes a Trump Presidency will restore law and order to a U.S.
patent system currently hijacked by Hillary’s and Obama’s corrupt globalist cronies.

WHY HE ENDORSES DONALD TRUMP

About Donald Trump, McKibben said, “Beneath the braggadocio I see a good man. Just look
at his children. Despite their wealthy upbringing, they seem to be hard working and level‐
headed. That is good parenting. Trump also surrounds himself with men and women of
character. Those are the traits of a leader who knows how to hire well, then delegate and
manage―precisely the characteristics of a good President.”

Regarding Trump’s penchant for hyperbole, McKibben said, “He’s a gregarious personality. In
the end, given a choice between PC hot air and results, I’ll take results. That said, it
appears he is learning a better balance. After all, he did knock down 17 PC Republicans in
the primaries. That is both humorous and very impressive.”

“Very few people seem to have read Mr. Trump’s most recent book or his online position
papers. They are detailed and hit the mark. Hopefully voters will see through the superficial
radio and TV spin. I do not recall an election in my lifetime where the mainstream media
has chosen sides so blatantly. This bias is destroying the public trust in a Free Press no
matter who prevails. Press privileges are granted to hold the powerful accountable.”

McKibben graduated from The Ohio State University in civil engineering. His late father was
a well‐respected civil engineer whose structures include sports arenas, convention centers,
roads, bridges, power plants, office buildings and even roller coasters.

AMERICA NEEDS MORE PROBLEM SOLVERS LIKE
DONALD TRUMP

McKibben said, “My problem‐solving heritage cringes at our litigious business culture.  For
the longest time, I expected lawyers to fix things. I finally realized that the rewards for
attorneys are all wrong, in court and in Washington. Attorneys are incentivized to make
more billable hours by keeping things stirred up.”

“Long before Donald Trump, I concluded that Washington needs more engineers and business
people fixing things, and fewer attorneys pretending to fix them.”

“While Donald Trump is a businessman and not an engineer, he employs hundreds of
engineers, is familiar with completing projects on time and in budget, and is himself a
proven problem solver who knows how to create jobs. Half of his Trump executives are
women and his business conduct proves the accusations of racism, xenophobia, bigotry and
misogyny are unfounded. If I thought they were true, I would not support him.”

“Hillary Clinton on the other hand is a typical attorney who mistakes talking for results.
Despite her numerous public positions, she has few positive contributions to show for her
lifetime of effort.”

“Donald Trump understands this difference and Hillary does not, I believe.”

DONALD TRUMP PROMISES TO RESTORE THE RULE
OF LAW
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"Obama, Hillary and friends stole our invention and are exploiting it to pursue their 'new
world order.' The courts failed to protect us. In secret, crony judges chose to protect their
friends and line their pockets rather than preserve, protect and defend the Constitution."

"I would not wish on anybody our experiences with property confiscation by a federal
government that can use its powers to crush anyone at will."

“I have four daughters and two sons,” McKibben said. “Hillary’s future for them is one of big
government and globalist oligarchies who leach off the ideas of others.”

“Donald Trump, on the other hand, promises to help restore the Rule of Law which levels
the playing field for inventors and entrepreneurs to be able to reap the rewards of their
labors. That is the future I want for my shareholders and for my children and
grandchildren.  Without new ideas and new blood, corporate welfare runs out of ideas and
falters.  This is why the Founders wrote intellectual property protection into the
Constitution.”

“Hillary and Obama have a history of making wild promises to women and minorities and
then not delivering. Einstein’s truism would say insanity is choosing these same people and
expecting a different result. By contrast, Trump has made his career creating new wealth.”

ATTORNEYS HAVE RIGGED THE SYSTEM

“Barack Obama is a Harvard Law attorney who has hired a majority of attorneys in his
cabinet and agencies. I believe that Washington is overrun by attorneys schooled in making
problems, not fixing them. Worse, these attorneys have now rigged the system and lined
their pockets.”

“America’s Founders warned about a breakdown in the separation of powers like this.“

“America needs a courageous leader to wrestle down this attorney‐created monster and
restore true separation of powers to our Republic.”

“I believe Donald Trump, with a good team around him and with the support of We The
People, can accomplish this task.”

“This is why I endorse Donald Trump for President.”

MICHAEL MCKIBBEN: THE TRUE INVENTOR OF
SOCIAL NETWORKING

McKibben’s invention is the foundation engine of social networking. He holds the patent and
proved in federal court that Facebook infringes his patent on 11 of 11 claims.

“We have been ripped off by the Clintons, Obama and their corrupt community of globalist
judges, lawyers, bankers and technology companies,” said McKibben. “Thanks to
courageous whistleblowers we can now prove it. Accurate, independent information sources
were made public by Julian Assange, WikiLeaks, Edward Snowden, Tom Fitton, Judicial
Watch, David Bossie, Citizens United, Hervé Falciani, SwissLeaks, DCLeaks and The Panama
Papers, among others.”

"By contrast, Mark Zuckerberg claims he created Facebook in 'one to two weeks' while
drinking, chasing girls and studying for Harvard midterms. Curiously, when he was asked to
produce his code for Leader’s review during the trial, he said he 'lost' it—all of it, just like
Lois Lerner 'lost' all of her IRS emails."

"After our appeal, Zuckerberg magically 'found' his files located on 28 'lost' computers—they
were being hidden by his attorney the entire time. Nevertheless, our corrupt courts continue
to block review of that evidence. We believe we now know why."

"It will prove Facebook is a fraud, the contract with Paul Ceglia is valid, The Social Network
movie was a lie, and that Zuckerberg was simply implementing the code provided to him by
The IBM Eclipse Foundation—innovations stolen from us and others. IBM wanted to fabricate
a Bill Gates 2.0 Harvard story and Zuckerberg was a willing tool, we believe."
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1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW
RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep‐pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION
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Posted by K. Craine at 3:04 PM 

When McKibben sought attorneys in Washington, D.C. for patent protection, his problems
began. “The bottom line is the federal government confiscated our invention and freely
distributed it to its corporate intelligence suppliers. But our shareholders have not received
one dime of compensation.”

“Judicial Watch recently uncovered secret Hillary contracts with Facebook starting in 2009
—these contracts were entered into during our Leader v. Facebook patent infringement
lawsuit. Besides obstructing justice, Hillary’s contracts paid Facebook to write election
rigging software. She even published a four‐part Facebook ‘field guide.’”

McKibben said, “Hindsight shows that Hillary tampered with Facebook witnesses in our case
and that a fair trial was impossible. In fact, she is caught on a State Department video
promoting Facebook at an Alliance of Youth Movements Summit in Mexico City, Mexico in
2009 while Zuckerberg lied about 'losing' his 2003‐2004 Harvard files and emails.”

“Citizens United, Judicial Watch and WikiLeaks also recovered correspondence between
Hillary and Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg. The State Department had stonewalled release of
these documents. This collusion proves that Hillary has no moral compass. She cheated us as
the rightful inventor and patent holder of social networking for her own agenda.”

“For these reasons, I will not vote for Hillary Clinton, and I endorse Donald Trump for
President.”

* * *

Backgrounder: For full background on Michael McKibben and Leader Technologies, read
previous posts on this AFI site, and go to Timeline: People you trusted are now hijacking the
Internet.

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo. Fair Use is relied upon.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.
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105 comments:
Lancelot September 13, 2016 at 5:35 PM

This is an example of the incredible corruption of Hillary Clinton and, sadly, the
corruption of the judicial system. Trump will make every effort to clean house ‐ together
with the organizations listed in the post above. We are at a turning point and Donald is
the person to make the needed change.

Reply

K. Craine September 14, 2016 at 6:17 AM

Email comment by Retired Fortune 50 Exec:

You are correct in that the people who are corrupt are like vampires. They cannot
create anything themselves so they have to prey upon the creative intelligence of
others. My years of problem solving at [redacted] is testimony to this statement. Our
corporations have become rampant with vampires and too few creative problem solvers.

Click to enlarge
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WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and
are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves
to these privileges.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY
THEFT

Click image above to download a poster‐quality PDF
optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger‐size) poster. America
should not be in the business of cheating its
entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy
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Replies

Reply

Replies

Reply

This will lead to a non‐competitive ecosystem and destroy the ability to compete
globally. This is not good for America.

Reply

K. Craine September 14, 2016 at 9:29 AM

This person has give us permission to identify his former employer: BOEING.

dave123 September 14, 2016 at 6:50 PM

obama use's the squiggled cone on jet engines to silence the truth an idea
invented in new zealand

K. Craine September 14, 2016 at 6:30 AM

Email comment by GH:

The Donald. (Sep. 13, 2016). HUGE! New Clinton leaks reveals Donor list. Big donors were
awarded federal positions after their donations! Reddit.

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/52mvo4/huge_new_clinton_leaks_reve
als_donor_list_big/

Reply

dave123 September 14, 2016 at 11:16 AM

RUSSIAN HACKERS HAVE A MEDIA FIELD DAY DCLeaks.com, which has reported
Russian ties, obtained copies of former Secretary of State Colin Powell's
personal emails. Powell calls GOP nominee Donald Trump a "national disgrace,"
takes issue with being dragged into Hillary Clinton's email scandal, calls
Benghazi a "witch‐hunt," and criticizes Donald Rumsfeld with Condoleezza
Rice. Russian hackers also claimed responsibility for hacking and releasing the
information of top U.S. athletes from the World Anti‐Doping Agency. [Ryan
Grenoble, HuffPost]

dave123 September 14, 2016 at 2:25 PM

New York State Attorney General Eric Scheiderman has launched a probe of
the Donald J. Trump Foundation to ensure its compliance with state
regulations governing charities.

Scheiderman is a Democrat who serves on Democratic nominee Hillary
Clinton’s leadership council in New York state.

“My interest in this issue really is in my capacity as regulator of non‐profits in
New York state. And we have been concerned that the Trump Foundation may
have engaged in some impropriety from that point of view,” 
JACKASS VIEW

dave123 September 14, 2016 at 2:36 PM

Colin Powell Called Benghazi A “Stupid Witch Hunt” — And Condi Rice Agreed
Powell said about the fatal attack on the diplomatic compound in 2012, “basic
fault falls on a courageous ambassador who thoughts Libyans now love me and
I am ok in this very vulnerable place.”
MY GOD HOW TO BEND OVER AND BAILOUT AT THE SAME TIME 

dave123 September 14, 2016 at 5:07 PM

Obama Makes Fun Of The ‘Workin’ Folks’ For Supporting Trump [VIDEO]
WHEN PISSING ON PEOPLE YOU NEED TO FACE THE OTHER WAY

off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such
permissiveness is obscene.

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, post‐
Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using
the flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years
and some had almost 20,000 reads. 

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.
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1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08‐cv‐862‐JJF‐
LPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)

2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
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7. USPTO‐reexam Sham

8. Zynga‐gate

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary
Complaints

11. Federal Circuit Cover‐up

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari

15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms

16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?

17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues

19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.

20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME

21. Corruption Watch ‐ "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"

22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
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K. Craine September 14, 2016 at 10:24 AM

Email comment by TEX:

I am not big on endorsements , per se. However, Mr McKibben's support of Donald Trump
made me think about the underlying nature of our candidates and their running mates.
Being a simple guy , I tried to analyze the pasts of these people rather than what they
want us to believe they are. We are all a compilation of our actions , our perceptions,
and our personal experiences. Here's my opinion and endorsement. 

Hillary is driven by power . She has survived her broken marriage, her past legal and
moral woes , her current decline in health and her challenges of faith by dreaming of
history and power. She could care less about governing as long as she is elected as the
first woman president of this great country. She could give a flip about stabilizing our
fiscal distortions or creating actual jobs . Despite what she says, women are not her
thing, they are Slick Willy's. She has proven that she will say anything, and do anything,
without the slightest remorse, to get this job. She believes that she is owed this by the
people that serve her. Hillary is Saul Alinsky meets George Soros with female parts. She
is clearly a serial liar and master deceiver. 

Tim Kaine is a loon. He claims to be an ardent Catholic but supports gay marriage and
abortion on call. He is also an avowed socialist . He received his indoctrination to how the
world should work from radical Jesuit priests in Honduras that fought for socialism and
liberal Catholic thought. It was called Liberation Catholicism. Kaine's current local Bishop
recently reprimanded this not so Catholic fraud and is refusing to give him Holy
Communion. He is Karl Marx meets Che Guevara with a soft smile and a tie. If he
becomes President due to something untoward happening to Hillary, America will see the
most misguided socialist President ever and he will harmonic us into the dustbin of
history. 

Mike Pence is a solid American citizen. He grew up in Indiana , has been involved in
elected government at both the state and federal levels. He has experience with small
business, is an active Christian, a strong believer in family and responsibility, and has a
son serving in the US military. It's impossible to find dirt on this guy. He represents those
he serves, he's honest, and transparent. Indiana is better because of his hands on
leadership. He would be a solid fill in for any presidential vacancy. 

Trump.......wow. What can be said ? He's rich, he's successful, he's smart, and he is
abruptly outspoken to every class of citizen. He can offend people that are not
offendable. He has proven that he wins. Has he made some business mistakes?
Absolutely. Does he tiptoe around political agendas? Not for a second. He is built to fix
and rebuild things. Bingo !!! He is better known as " Mr. Clean up on aisle three". Trump
is FA Hayek meets Don Rickles with a splash Bill O'Reilly. The con artists , corrupt
bureaucrats, and blood sucking foreign leaders had best straighten up. 

TEX endorses Trump. !!!!!!!! Have a great "make America great again "day. 

Reply

K. Craine September 15, 2016 at 6:17 AM

Email comment by DL:

Andrew P. Napolitano. (Sep. 14, 2016). In Clinton email investigation, what is FBI hiding?
Creators Syndicate. Mass Live.

Earlier this week, Republican leaders in both houses of Congress took the FBI to task for
its failure to be transparent. In the House, it was apparently necessary to serve a
subpoena on an FBI agent to obtain what members of Congress want to see; and in the
Senate, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee accused the FBI itself of lawbreaking.

Full article:

http://www.masslive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2016/09/what_is_the_fbi_hiding_judge_a.htm
l

Reply

K. Craine September 15, 2016 at 7:06 AM

Email comment from WikiLeaks:

TISA ‐ Another attempt by the globalists to take over world trade ‐ bigger than TPP.

September 15, 2016 Publication

Today, Thursday, 15 September 2016, 11:00am CEST, on the eve of new negotiations,
WikiLeaks releases new secret documents from the controversial Trade in Services

23. White House Meddling

24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview

25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed

26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump

27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v.
Facebook scandal

28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why

not a single Wall Street banker has gone to
jail since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:

"Skillful manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."

This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry
in the rule of law and the judicial system.
These promises appear to be meaningless.
Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis'
article.

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as
one of the most corrupt law
firms in America

OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
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Trustees and Provost
promote learning

technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...

OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3,
2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee

President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...
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Agreement (TiSA) currently being negotiated by the US, EU and 22 other countries that
account for over 2/3rds of global GDP.

Full story and link to the TISA documents:

https://wikileaks.org/tisa/?update#September%2015,%202016%20Publication

Reply

K. Craine September 15, 2016 at 8:33 AM

Email comment by JM:

Now Elizabeth Warren can regain some of the credibility she lost in being a disingenuous
Hillary/DEM shill.

Avi Asher‐Schapiro. (Sep. 15, 2016). Senator Elizabeth Warren Requests Formal
Investigation About Why The Obama Administration Did Not Prosecute Wall Street
International Business Times. 

Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren on Thursday requested a formal investigation
into why the Obama administration did not bring criminal charges individuals and
corporation involved in the 2007‐2008 financial crisis.

In a letter sent Thursday to Michael E. Horowitz, the Inspector General of the
Department of Justice, Warren said her staff had found that members of the Financial
Crisis Inquiry Commission (FCIC) had referred 25 cases to the Justice Department for
potential prosecution. None of those referrals were pursued.

Full article:

http://www.ibtimes.com/political‐capital/senator‐elizabeth‐warren‐requests‐formal‐
investigation‐about‐why‐obama

Reply

Linda Wilson September 15, 2016 at 8:46 AM

Mr. Trump says his companies will essentially go into a blind trust. By contrast, when
Hillary became Secretary of State, she set up her private email servers to keep
coordinating the Clinton Foundation criminal enterprises. Hillary has never created a
thing during her entire career other than fleecing the public for her's, Bill's and
Chelsea's personal benefit. Can anyone say "abuse of public trust?"

Read this: Sandy Fitzgerald. (Sep. 15, 2016). Trump: If Elected 'I Would Have Nothing to Do
With My Company'. Newsmax. 

http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/Trump‐Presidency‐Companies‐Sever‐
Ties/2016/09/15/id/748429/

Reply

K. Craine September 16, 2016 at 5:41 AM

Email comment by GH:
‐‐‐‐‐
LEAKS: DNC calls own ambassador donors "clowns"
‐‐‐‐‐
Whitney Webb. (Sep. 15, 2016). BREAKING: New DNC Leaks Blow Hillary’s Health and
Obama’s Corruption Wide Open. Anonymous/TrueActivist.

The new leaks show that Obama operated a “pay to play” scheme for ambassadorships
and other positions and also imply that Hillary has a life‐threatening condition called
sinus thrombosis, helped create ISIS, and was responsible for the death of Americans in
Benghazi.

A few weeks ago, Julian Assange of Wikileaks told the world that he had incriminating
information that could further damage Hillary Clinton’s chances at the presidency. The
DNC leaks, realized by hacker Guccifer 2.0, have already brought tremendous
embarrassment and added scrutiny to the DNC, which has since struggled to recuperate
popular legitimacy. The DNC, in an effort to divert attention from its criminal actions, has
sought to refocus public attention on Russia.

Ultimately, the leaks reveal a “pay to play” scheme so widespread that it is essentially a
black market for the buying and selling of political influence and US assets. The scheme
was so out of control that the DNC went so far as to call their own donors “clowns.”
Another email from Organizing for America, formerly Obama for America, references the
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NCAA stop its copyright
infringement in social

media; ask Congress to preserve
Zuckerberg's ...

LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL
OF SHAME
Judges go to jail for far less
serious misconduct;
Facebook users should pay
Leader fees voluntarily; its

the right thing to do since Faceb...

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook ‐
Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self‐
police may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012
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Replies

Reply

“pay to play” scheme directly in asking to handle pay‐to‐play donations most effectively.
DNC emails also acknowledge that the DNC believes that Hillary and Obama were
responsible for the creation of the Islamic state (ISIS).

Full article:

http://anonhq.com/breaking‐new‐dnc‐leaks‐blow‐hillarys‐health‐obamas‐corruption‐wide‐
open/

Reply

dave123 September 16, 2016 at 6:06 AM

New York's top court on Thursday refused to revive Facebook Inc.'s two‐year‐
old attorney deceit claims against three law firms that formerly represented
Paul Ceglia, the now‐fugitive who claimed an 84 percent ownership stake in
the social media giant.
HAY ZUCK GO SUCK

dave123 September 16, 2016 at 6:48 AM

“The U.S. political system was once the envy of many nations. Over the last
two decades, however, it has become our greatest liability. Americans no
longer trust their political leaders, and political polarization has increased
dramatically. Americans are increasingly frustrated with the U.S. political
system,” The Harvard Business School asserts in a study entitled, “Problems
Unsolved and a Nation Divided,” published Thursday. AND MOST OF THE
DIVIDED NATION FROM HARVARD??
Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2016/09/15/harvard‐study‐concludes‐the‐
obvious‐about‐who‐to‐blame‐for‐sluggish‐us‐economy/#ixzz4KQNfnPOy

dave123 September 16, 2016 at 9:16 AM

Peter Thiel, famous for making billions off stolen idea Facebook, tells us he’s
finally found “utopia” – New Zealand.Thiel has been investing heavily in the
country he invested $4 million in Pacific fibre, an ambitious company that is
building a fibre‐optic cable from Australia to New Zealand to the US and is
raising $300‐400 million more to do so. In October 2010, he invested $3 million
in online accounting firm Xero. FOR WHAT SPYING?? Peter Thiel, Joe Lonsdale,
Alex Karp, Stephen Cohen, Nathan Gettings. Headquarters, Palo Alto,
California. Products, Palantir Gotham, Palantir Metropolis. Number of
employees. 1,500. Website, www.palantir.com. Palantir Technologies, Inc. is a
private American software and services company, specializing IN SETTING ITS
SELF UP IN Palo Alto, California to see what it can STEAL 
Mark Zucerberg and his little rocket operated by the aerospace company
SpaceX explodes on the launch pad at Cape Canaveral where it was being
test‐fired ahead of a launch. As far as the Israeli communications satellite
industry is concerned, this is a very severe blow [SPY SATELLITE WORKING
WITH WHO] SpaceX Elon Musk KNEW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN BEFORE IT EVEN
STARTED 
Peter Thiel KNEW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN BEFORE IT EVEN STARTED, Microsoft
KNEW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN and so invested in facebook , Peter Thiel, Joe
Lonsdale, Alex Karp, Stephen Cohen, Nathan Gettings. Headquarters, Palo
Alto, California. Products, Palantir Gotham, Palantir Metropolis. Number of
employees. 1,500. Website, www.palantir.com. Palantir Technologies, Inc. is a
private American software and services company, specializing in working for
the .. CIA?

K. Craine September 16, 2016 at 7:30 AM

Email comment by JM:

Brian Beutler. (Sep. 16, 2016). It’s Not Too Late for the Media to Fix Its Election Coverage ‐
A final plea for sanity in how we report on Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.

In defending their recent coverage of this year’s presidential race, reporters and
representatives of major media organizations have frequently suggested—in various ways,
implicitly, and explicitly—that their liberal critics are motivated by crude partisanship
rather than any neutral or high‐minded concerns.

The most irony‐rich example came earlier this week from New York Times reporter Trip

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a
doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18)
areas of question shout for attention,
Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect,
property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics,
values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy,
solutions and judicial faithfulness,

. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice
and respect for private property, democracy
has no sure foundation.

OUR MISSION

We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning
that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on‐sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A.
Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did
not disclose to the litigants, and later tried
to excuse through a quick motion slipped in
at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is
not licensed to practice law in Washington
D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard
drives of 2003‐2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious
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Replies

Gabriel, who compared growing alarm among liberal critics about the normalization of
Donald Trump to a much‐mocked form of conservative media criticism: that polls
sponsored by mainstream outlets are skewed in favor of Democratic candidates.

Full article:

https://newrepublic.com/article/136848/its‐not‐late‐media‐fix‐election‐coverage

Reply

K. Craine September 16, 2016 at 7:35 AM

Email comment by JM/AS:

More FBI lies about the San Bernadino phone. What didn't they want the public to know
about government ties to the terrorists? Was San Bernadino another made‐for‐TV
Obama/Clinton terrorist attack to continue the push for gun control? Perhaps the "Basket
of Deplorables" are not so dumb after all.

Steve Dent. (Sep. 16, 2016). The FBI missed a trick to hack the San Bernardino iPhone ‐ A
researcher proved he can bypass the protection chip.

Full article:

https://www.engadget.com/2016/09/16/the‐fbi‐missed‐a‐trick‐to‐hack‐the‐san‐bernardino‐
iphone/

Reply

Cindy Rostankowski September 16, 2016 at 8:04 AM

Amazing! Ohio innovator Michael McKibben endorsed Donald Trump and suddenly Trump
surged to a 5 point lead in Ohio CNN poll. I wonder if he realized that his opinion had
that much influence!

http://canadafreepress.com/article/surge‐trump‐leads‐by‐5‐in‐ohio‐3‐in‐florida‐.‐.‐.‐in‐
cnn‐poll

Reply

K. Craine September 16, 2016 at 10:34 AM

Email comment from DL:

WOW. THE DEATH OF THE MAINSTREAM U.S. FREE PRESS. THEY SOLD THEIR SOULS FOR 30
PIECES OF SILVER.

Tyler Durden. (Jul. 24, 2016). Leaked DNC Emails Confirm Democrats Rigged Primary,
Reveal Extensive Media Collusion. Zero Hedge.

There are three key findings to emerge from yesterday's dump of leaked DNC emails
released by Wikileaks:

‐There had been a plot designed to smear Bernie Sanders and to hand the Democratic
nomination to Hillary on a silver platter

‐There has been repeated collusion between the DNC and the media

‐There has been questionable fundraising for both Hillary Clinton and the DNC
First, a quick recap for those who missed the original report, yesterday Wikileaks
released over 19,000 emails and more than 8,000 attachments from the Democratic
National Committee. This is what the whistleblower organization reported:

Full article:

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016‐07‐23/leaked‐dnc‐emails‐confirm‐democrats‐
rigged‐primary‐reveal‐extensive‐media‐collusion

Reply

dave123 September 17, 2016 at 10:12 AM

Found within the WikiLeaks’ Hillary Clinton email archive is an email with the
subject ‘Unrest in Albania,’ in which Soros makes clear to Clinton that “two
things need to be done urgently.” He then directs the Secretary of State to
“bring the full weight of the international community to bear on Prime

than infringement). In addition, Facebook's
appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson
Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just
about every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse
in other cases as well.

AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more

posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at
amer4innov@gmail.com with your post.
Once the moderator verifies that your email
address is real, your comment will be posted
using your real name or handle, whatever
you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.
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Minister Berisha” and “appoint a senior European official as mediator.”
Revealing the influence he wields within the corridors of power, Soros then
provides Secretary of State Clinton with three names from which to choose.
Unsurprisingly, Clinton acquiesced and chose one of the officials recommended
by Soros — Miroslav Lajcak.
thefreethoughtproject.com/wikileaks‐email‐soros‐clintons‐master/

dave123 September 17, 2016 at 2:02 PM

the case of Chris Christie and the fact that top George Soros hedge fund
executives are funding his re‐election campaign. The Washington Times
reports:
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is cashing checks from all sorts of unlikely
places, from George Soros‘ hedge fund executives to professors at the
University of California at Berkeley, a Newark Star‐Ledger review of state and
federal records found.
Five executives at Soros Fund Management — including the liberal billionaire’s
protege and chief investment officer, Scott Bessent — have donated a
combined $19,000 to the governor’s re‐election campaign, The Star‐Ledger
reports.
polls show Mr. Christie, a Republican, gaining popularity among Democrats and
independents as experts and donors speculate on a potential run for the
White House in 2016.
Few things will scare a true conservative more than the thought of Chris
Christie being the 2016 Republican nominee for the White House but it could
happen. Politico reports:
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is the most popular potential 2016 presidential
hopeful, a new poll finds.
Fifty‐two percent of Americans have a favorable opinion of Christie, according
to a Gallup poll released Friday. The poll compares favorability ratings of
Christie, Sen. Marco Rubio (R‐Fla.), Rep. Paul Ryan (R‐Wis.), Sen. Ted Cruz (R‐
Texas) and Sen. Rand Paul (R‐Ky.), all of whom are seen as possible contenders
for the 2016 presidential race.
Republicans and Democrats are, however, divided over which Republican
officeholder they prefer. Christie remains the most popular among Democrats
with 54 percent viewing him favorably. Just 17 percent of Democrats have a
favorable opinion of Ryan. Among Republicans though, Ryan becomes the most
popular with 69 percent favorability compared with Christie’s 53 percent.
It seems that the more liberal a conservative candidate is today, the more
chance he or she has of progressing in the Republican party. What is wrong
with this picture America?
Can the Republican party be saved? I doubt it. I suppose it depends on your
view of what saving the party means. If it means a total sell out to make this
into a party of “pseudo‐socialism” versus the hard left’s full‐blown socialism
then the party can and probably will succeed.
But the question remains… Where does that leave conservative Americans who
still believe in freedom and Constitutional values? WHEN YOU HAVE
ZUCKERBERG GIVING MILLIONS TO CHRIS CHRISTIE KNOWING ZUCKERBERG STOLE
THE IDEA FACEBOOK AND YOU HAVE GEORGE SOROS GIVING MILLIONS TO
ZUCKERBERG KNOWING THAT FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN BEFORE FACEBOOK
STARTED. WHERE ARE OUR CONSTITUTIONAL VALUES??

dave123 September 17, 2016 at 3:22 PM

29 Nov 2015 ... Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg & More Than 20 Other Billionaires
Launch Coalition 
To Invest In Clean Energy ... Facebook · Twitter · RSS; Email ... On his Facebook
page, Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg writes, “Priscilla ... LinkedIn
founder Reid Hoffman, investor George Soros, HP CEO Meg ...THEY ALL KNEW
FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN

dave123 September 17, 2016 at 7:24 PM

The leak reveals that Soros was the puppet master behind Hillary Clinton’s
decisions as Secretary of State.

One of the emails, dated January 24, 2011, reads:

Dear Hillary,

A serious situation has arisen in Albania which needs urgent attention at senior
levels of the US government. You may know that an opposition demonstration
in Tirana on Friday resulted in the deaths of three people and the destruction
of property. There are serious concerns about further unrest connected to a
counter‐demonstration to be organized by the governing party on Wednesday
and a follow‐up event by the opposition two days later to memorialize the

"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES

Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on‐sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on‐sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed
the claims despite Leader's
prophetic argument that the
action would confuse the jury and
prejudice Leader. He also
permitted the jury to ignore the
Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test
for on‐sale bar, even after
instructing the jury to use it. (See
that Jury
Instruction No. 4.7
here.) He also
contradicted his
own instruction to
Leader to answer
Interrogatory No. 9 in the present

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT
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Reply

Replies

Reply

victims. The prospect of tens of thousands of people entering the streets in an
already inflamed political environment bodes ill for the return of public order
and the country’s fragile democratic process.

I believe two things need to be done urgently:

1. Bring the full weight of the international community to bear on Prime
Minister Berisha and opposition leader Edi Rama to forestall further public
demonstrations and to tone down public pronouncements.

2. Appoint a senior European official as a mediator.

While I am concerned about the rhetoric being used by both sides, I am
particularly worried about the actions of the Prime Minister. There is
videotape of National Guard members firing on demonstrators from the roof of
the Prime Ministry. The Prosecutor (appointed by the Democratic Party) has
issued arrest warrants for the individuals in question. The Prime Minister had
previously accused the opposition of intentionally murdering these activists as
a provocation. After the tape came out deputies from his party accused the
Prosecutor of planning a coup d’etat in collaboration with the opposition, a
charge Mr. Berisha repeated today. No arrests have been made as of this
writing.

The demonstration resulted from opposition protests over the conduct of
parliamentary elections in 2009. The political environment has deteriorated
ever since and is now approaching levels of 1997, when similar issues caused
the country to slide into anarchy and violence. There are signs that Edi Rama’s
control of his own people is slipping, which may lead to further violence.

The US and the EU must work in complete harmony over this, but given
Albania’s European aspirations the EU must take the lead. That is why I
suggest appointing a mediator such as Carl Bildt, Martti Ahtisaari or Miroslav
Lajcak, all of whom have strong connections to the Balkans.

My foundation in Tirana is monitoring the situation closely and can provide
independent analysis of the crisis.

Thank you,

George Soros

Brett mudley September 16, 2016 at 2:56 PM

Cindy I have a bridge to sell you. But thank you for a great laugh!

Reply

K. Craine September 17, 2016 at 1:57 PM

"Brett mudley" is obviously an Astroturfer (fake grass roots) who can't even get
the capital "M" right on his own name. We'll leave it posted for humor.

dave123 September 17, 2016 at 2:10 PM

Hay Brett mudley I will show you my bridge but you mite faint

Arasmus Dragon September 17, 2016 at 1:44 PM

WikiLeaks’ Email Exposes Billionaire Globalist Soros as Hillary Clinton’s Puppet Master

Jay Syrmopoulos August 11, 2016 68 Comments

Read more at http://thefreethoughtproject.com/wikileaks‐email‐soros‐clintons‐master/

Reply

tense (2009), then permitted the
jury to interpret it as a 2002
admission as well. Facebook's
entire on‐sale bar case is based
upon this interrogatory. (Editorial:
Hardly sufficient to meet the
"heavy burden" of the clear and
convincing evidence standard.)

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See analysis of Judge Lourie's T.
Rowe Price holdings re. the
Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law‐test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence. After debunking all
of Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Lourie created new
argument in the secrecy of
chambers to support Facebook and
prevent the on‐sale bar verdict
from being overturned—a clear
breach of constitutional due
process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and
Facebook‐related stocks. Judge
Moore failed to
follow the long‐
held precedent
for testing on‐sale
bar evidence in
Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc.—an evident and
intentional omission coming from a
former patent law professor. After
debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Moore
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on‐sale
bar verdict from being overturned
—a clear breach of constitutional
due process.
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Arasmus Dragon September 17, 2016 at 1:47 PM

BREAKING: WikiLeaks Releases New Email Bombshell on Hillary About Libya

http://toprightnews.com/breaking‐wikileaks‐releases‐new‐email‐bombshell‐on‐hillary‐
about‐libya/

Reply

K. Craine September 17, 2016 at 2:01 PM

Email comment by DL:

This 2013 article about Soros, Zuckerberg and Republicans was a prophetic warning. Look
at the way John Kasich is sucking up to Obama/Soros on TPP. Soros donated money to
Kasich's failed presidential candidacy a few months back.

Are Soros and Zuckerberg Attempting to Buy The Republican Party?
Posted on June 17, 2013 by Dean Garrison

http://www.dcclothesline.com/2013/06/17/are‐soros‐and‐zuckerberg‐attempting‐to‐buy‐
the‐republican‐party/

Reply

K. Craine September 17, 2016 at 2:32 PM

Email comment by TEX:

Our world is changing quickly and not all is good. Ponder, if you will, what is happening
around our country and around the world.

‐ free money from world wide central banks is about to end. Despite stated intentions to
create new opportunities for middle and lower class citizens, the opposite happened.
Middle class shrunk in the developed world. America has 94 million people out of the
workforce? Why ? Free money and our penchant for equality created bad unintended
consequences. The super rich are compounding their wealth. The poor see no future. No
hope. Our solution seems that if we don't like something, we tax it and regulate it into
submission . When we do, we wipe out the poor and middle class. Markets are about to
hemorrhage money because our "progressive" economy is stagnant . Companies can not
outrun the government‐imposed taxes and regulations. The rich will panic and hoard
their new found wealth. They know our debt is not sustainable.

‐ immigration that allows millions of non assimilating newcomers to swarm our cities is an
invasion, not immigration. They are colonizing us. Our leaders have been duped. Our
traditions and societies are going to disappear. This failure to assimilate will not turn out
well.

The first to riot will be France and Germany. Then hang on, it will grow in our country as
well. This will not be understood by all but it is coming.

‐ lawbreakers are being coddled and law enforcers are castigated. Our current
administration tells us that due to prior national policies , thugs have no other options
except to be thugs. It seems that the police must be nicer to these guys that shoot at
them. When a society denigrates its legal enforcers, anarchy is nearby. Humans without
rules encourages chaos. Vigilante groups are already forming all around the world.

‐ the new future will be determined by how we deal with chaos. We are about to have
huge opportunities to use our capacities to solve problems with leadership and new
technologies . We have had chaos before in America. We always respond. Innovations like
Google, Facebook, and Amazon will be challenged with new ideas from a new slate of
creative thinkers. Innovation has been bottled up. Trump will turn it lose.

‐ the 1960's feminist movement and sexual revolution has led to two income families, lack
of traditional parenting, a "pick your sex today" mentality, a massive expansion of inner
city gangs due to no parenting, extensive drug dependency, and other slow growing
societal cancers has been questioned. Was it worth it? Are women , children, or men
better off? NO.

I , for one, am ready to try something new. The history of the human world ( 5,000 years)
has been influenced by maybe 50 different powerful people. They were obviously out of
step with status quo. Some were good, some were bad. The outcome was always
"change". There was action and then reaction. Revolution , then counter revolution. Wars
and then peace. We are no different. Do we see an out of step game changer ? I do.

I hope the so called millennials get it. They are about to see massive chaos. Safe spaces
will not insulate them . More of the same is not a possibility . We can not elect the
people that caused this mess to be the ones to fix it. Get out and vote.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three‐judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist
to perform brain surgery? The
Federal Circuit was specially
formed to appoint patent‐
knowledgeable judges to patent
cases. There is no evidence so far
in the judicial disclosures that
Judge Wallach holds stock in
Facebook, although when he was
asked on a motion to disclose
potential Facebook holdings and
other conflicts of interest, he
refused along with the other
judges. See Motion to Disclose
Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment
constitutional right to due process
when he participated in the
fabrication of new arguments and
evidence for Facebook in the
secrecy of judge's chambers after
he had just invalidated Facebook’s
sole remaining item of evidence
(using disbelieved testimony as
ostensible evidence of an
opposite). Judge Wallach also
failed to police his court when he
failed to apply the Supreme
Court's Pfaff v. Wells Electronics,
Inc. test for on‐sale bar evidence,
which included even the Federal
Circuit’s own Group One v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test
which Judge Lourie should have
advised Judge Wallach to follow
since Judge Lourie helped write
that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.
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Have a great day, TEX =

Reply

K. Craine September 17, 2016 at 2:54 PM

Email comment by CTM:

The U.S. Army identifies Hillary Clinton as an "Insider Threat" to national security!!!! 

Jacqueline Klimas. (Aug. 23, 2016). Army confirms: Training slide lists Hillary Clinton as
insider threat. FoxNews/Washington Examiner.

An Army training presentation lists the woman who could be the next commander in
chief as an insider threat, underneath the sailor who carried out the Navy Yard shooting.

A photo posted to the U.S. Army W.T.F! Moments Facebook page on Sunday shows an
unclassified Army training slide on insider threats and handling classified information. An
Army spokesman has since confirmed that the image is authentic.

Full article:

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/08/23/army‐confirms‐training‐slide‐lists‐hillary‐
clinton‐as‐insider‐threat.html

Reply

K. Craine September 18, 2016 at 5:37 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:

Sharyl Attkisson. (Sep. 17, 2016). Selective Editing Syndrome and the News. Full Measure.

A fuss was raised this week when The CBS Evening News edited out a few words in an
interview with President Clinton. Clinton was answering a question from Charlie Rose
about whether Hillary Clinton’s health concerns are serious. The controversy is summed
up in an article in The Hill:

. . . CBS News responded with a statement saying the edit was purely a matter of time:
that the three seconds saved by editing the clip were crucial in a half hour broadcast: . .
.

In broadcast news, edits for the sake of time are made all the time. And it’s true that
sometimes even a few seconds matter. This instance is a question of motive and
judgement. It would be unethical for an edit to be made if it misrepresents the
interview or changes important context. Had it been my story, I would have considered
the President’s equivocation between “frequently” and “rarely” to be significant for
viewers to hear so they could make up their own mind about what they think. After all,
the two words are antonyms and, in context, may add to the uncertainty surrounding
Hillary’s health in the minds of some. Others might conclude the President misspoke and
corrected himself. But it should be left up to viewers to judge.

Full article:

https://sharylattkisson.com/selective‐editing‐syndrome‐and‐the‐news/

Reply

K. Craine September 18, 2016 at 5:41 AM

Email comment by GH:

Rick Moran. (Sep. 17, 2016). Why the Clinton Foundation is One Gigantic Scam. PJ Media.

According to tax returns filed by the Clinton Foundation, only 5.7% of the funds raised
actually went to charitable organizations. The rest went to salaries and benefits for
employees and "other expenses."

A well‐run charity spends only about 25% on administrative costs.

Daily Caller:

The Clinton Foundation spent a hair under $91.3 million in 2014, the organization’s IRS
filings show. But less than $5.2 million of that went to charitable grants.

That number pales in comparison to the $34.8 million the foundation spent on salaries,

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an
amicus curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations
with numerous Facebook attorneys
and law firms, as
well as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A self‐
governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
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compensation and employee benefits.

Another $50.4 million was marked as “other expenses,” while the remaining almost $851K
was marked as “professional fundraising expenses.”

. . .

Notice that, although this isn't news to anyone who is paying attention, we're not hearing
of any donors demanding their money be returned. This is a clear indication that the
donors and the Clintons are in on the scam together, with both parties going into the
transactions with a clear understanding of what's expected.

If there's a better definition of "pay for play," I have yet to hear it.

Full article:

https://pjmedia.com/trending/2016/09/17/why‐the‐clinton‐foundation‐is‐one‐gigantic‐
scam/

Reply

Rain Onyourparade September 18, 2016 at 5:58 AM

I don’t care if you hate him or love him, you have to read this. Click on the blue
highlighted words to read the article written at the time the deed was done!!!

Liz Crokin. (Jul. 10, 2016). Trump Does The Unthinkable. Townhall.com

Full web article: 
http://townhall.com/columnists/lizcrokin/2016/07/10/trump‐does‐the‐unthinkable‐
n2190160

Donald Trump is a racist, bigot, sexist, xenophobe, anti‐Semitic and Islamophobe ‐‐ did I
miss anything? The left and the media launch these hideous kinds of attacks at Trump
everyday; yet, nothing could be further from the truth about the real estate mogul. As
an entertainment journalist, I’ve had the opportunity to cover Trump for over a decade,
and in all my years covering him I’ve never heard anything negative about the man until
he announced he was running for president. 

Keep in mind, I got paid a lot of money to dig up dirt on celebrities like Trump for a living
so a scandalous story on the famous billionaire could’ve potentially sold a lot of
magazines and would’ve been a “huge” feather in my cap. Instead, I found that he
doesn’t drink alcohol or do drugs, he’s a hardworking businessman and totally devoted to
his beloved wife and children. On top of that, he’s one of the most generous celebrities
in the world with a heart filled with more gold than his $100 million New York penthouse.

In 2004, the first season of “The Apprentice” aired and at that time I worked as an
entertainment columnist for the “RedEye Edition of the Chicago Tribune” and as a
freelancer for “Us Weekly”. I had a gut feeling that Chicago contestant, Bill Rancic, was
going to win the reality show. So I contacted him and covered the hit show the entire
season. I managed to score an invite to New York for the show’s grand finale and after‐
party. This is where I first met Trump and got to ask him a few questions. 

That year, Rancic did win “The Apprentice”. I attended “The Apprentice” finale the next
two years in a row. Between that and the frequent visits Trump and his family made to
Chicago during the construction of their Trump International Hotel & Tower, I got a
chance to meet most of his family too and I’ve had nothing but positive experiences with
them. 

Since the media has failed so miserably at reporting the truth about Trump, I decided to
put together some of the acts of kindness he’s committed over three decades which has
gone virtually unnoticed or fallen on deaf ears.

In 1986, Trump [ http://www.thepoliticalinsider.com/a‐66‐year‐old‐widows‐farm‐faced‐
foreclosure‐then‐trump‐saved‐the‐day/ ] prevented the foreclosure of Annabell Hill’s
family farm after her husband committed suicide. Trump personally phoned down to the
auction to stop the sale of her home and offered the widow money. Trump decided to
take action after he saw Hill’s pleas for help in news reports.

In 1988, a commercial airline refused to fly Andrew Ten, a sick Orthodox Jewish child
with a rare illness, across the country to get medical care because he had to travel with
an elaborate life‐support system. His grief stricken parents contacted Trump for help and
he didn’t hesitate to send his own plane [ http://www.thepoliticalinsider.com/airline‐
couldnt‐help‐sick‐child‐so‐donald‐trump‐came‐to‐the‐rescue/ ] to take the child from Los
Angeles to New York so he could get his treatment. 

In 1991, 200 Marines who served in Operation Desert Storm spent time at Camp Lejeune
in North Carolina before they were scheduled to return home to their families. However,
the Marines were told that a mistake had been made and an aircraft would not be able

interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had
debunked all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, which is a
clear breach of constitutional due
process.

Click here to view a Federal
Circuit Leader v. Facebook
Conflicts of Interest Map.

See "Cover‐up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.

Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

Updated May 22, 2015

This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and other local, state,
national and international laws. Therefore,
as with all opinion, such opinion should not
be relied upon without independent
verification.

This site is a not‐for‐profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in
the public interest, and research, and relies
on fair use copyright exemptions under 17
U.S.C. 106(a)‐117 of the United States
Copyright Act, in addition to any and all
other related and relevant privileges to
which a fair and reasonable person would
attribute to this grassroots effort to root out
corruption and promote justice. No rights
whatsoever to third party content are
claimed or implied.

NOTICE: Opinion
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to take them home on their scheduled departure date. When Trump got wind of this, he
sent his plane [ http://www.hannity.com/onair/the‐sean‐hannity‐show‐55176/200‐
stranded‐marines‐needed‐a‐plane‐14727522/ ] to make two trips from North Carolina to
Miami to safely return the Gulf War Marines to their loved ones.

END OF PART 1

Reply

Rain Onyourparade September 18, 2016 at 5:59 AM

START OF PART 2

In 1995, a motorist stopped to help Trump after the limo he was traveling in
got a flat tire. Trump asked the Good Samaritan how he could repay him for
his help. All the man asked for was a bouquet of flowers for his wife. A few
weeks later Trump sent [ http://www.hannity.com/articles/election‐493995/a‐
couple‐stopped‐to‐help‐donald‐14289119/ ] the flowers with a note that read:
“We’ve paid off your mortgage.”

In 1996, Trump filed a lawsuit [
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB862335923489989500 ] against the city of Palm
Beach, Florida accusing the town of discriminating against his Mar‐a‐Lago resort
club because it allowed Jews and blacks. Abraham Foxman, who was the Anti‐
Defamation League Director at the time, said Trump “put the light on Palm
Beach – not on the beauty and the glitter, but on its seamier side of
discrimination.” Foxman also noted that Trump’s charge had a trickle‐down
effect because other clubs followed his lead and began admitting Jews and
blacks.

In 2000, Maury Povich featured a little girl named Megan who struggled with
Brittle Bone Disease on his show and Trump happened to be watching. Trump
said the little girl’s story and positive attitude touched his heart. So he
contacted Maury [ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bY_QmA9Vu4 ] and
gifted the little girl and her family with a very generous check.

In 2008, after Jennifer Hudson’s family members were tragically murdered in
Chicago, Trump put the Oscar‐winning actress and her family up
[https://www.accesshollywood.com/articles/donald‐trump‐puts‐jennifer‐
hudson‐family‐up‐for‐free‐in‐chicago‐hotel‐66176/ ] at his Windy City hotel for
free. In addition to that, Trump’s security took extra measures to ensure
Hudson and her family members were safe during such a difficult time.

In 2013, New York bus driver Darnell Barton spotted a woman close to the
edge of a bridge staring at traffic below as he drove by. He stopped the bus,
got out and put his arm around the woman and saved her life by convincing
her to not jump. When Trump heard about this story, he sent the hero bus
driver [ http://www.buffalonews.com/city‐region/buffalo/bus‐driver‐prevents‐
woman‐from‐jumping‐off‐overpass‐teaching‐student‐riders‐a‐lesson‐in‐
compassion‐20131029 ] a check simply because he believed his good deed
deserved to be rewarded.

In 2014, Trump gave $25,000 [ http://www.thepoliticalinsider.com/donald‐
trump‐quietly‐helped‐marine‐whom‐obama‐ignored/ ] to Sgt. Andrew
Tahmooressi after he spent seven months in a Mexican jail for accidentally
crossing the US‐Mexico border. President Barack Obama couldn’t even be
bothered to make one phone call to assist with the United States Marine’s
release; however, Trump opened his pocketbook to help this serviceman get
back on his feet.

In 2016, Melissa Consin Young attended a Trump rally and tearfully thanked
Trump for changing her life. She said [
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐3514893/Donald‐Trump‐shares‐
emotional‐moment‐dying‐ex‐Miss‐Wisconsin‐rally‐GOP‐runner‐wrote‐hospice‐
home‐care.html ] she proudly stood on stage with Trump as Miss Wisconsin USA
in 2005. However, years later she found herself struggling with an incurable
illness and during her darkest days she explained that she received a
handwritten letter from Trump telling her she’s the “bravest woman, I know.”
She said the opportunities that she got from Trump and his organizations
ultimately provided her Mexican‐American son with a full‐ride to college.

END OF PART 2

Rain Onyourparade September 18, 2016 at 6:00 AM

AFI LOGO (no text)

Faces  of the  Facebook
Corruption  (PDF)
(currently being updated
after  the  Fri. Mar. 7, 2014
Scribd  censorship  of this
document:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader  v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently
being updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook's  law  firms:

1. Fenwick  &  West LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)

2. Coo ley  Godward  LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)

3. Blank  &  Rome  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)

4. White  &  Case  LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
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Reply

START OF PART 3

Lynne Patton, a black female executive for the Trump Organization, released a
statement [ http://www.breitbart.com/2016‐presidential‐
race/2016/05/06/black‐female‐trump‐executive‐slams‐critics‐in‐viral‐video‐the‐
trump‐family‐i‐know/ ] in 2016 defending her boss against accusations that he’s
a racist and a bigot. She tearfully revealed how she’s struggled with
substance abuse and addiction for years. Instead of kicking her to the curb,
she said the Trump Organization and his entire family loyally stood by her
through “immensely difficult times.”

Trump’s kindness knows no bounds and his generosity has and continues to
touch the lives of people from every sex, race and religion. When Trump sees
someone in need, he wants to help. Two decades ago, Oprah asked Trump in a
TV interview [ http://fusion.net/story/174515/donald‐trump‐president‐oprah‐
interview/ ] if he’d run for president. He said: “If it got so bad, I would never
want to rule it out totally, because I really am tired of seeing what’s
happening with this country.” That day has come. Trump sees that America is
in need and he wants to help – how unthinkable!

Are these the actions of a racist, bigot, sexist, xenophobe, anti‐Semitic and
Islamophobe, misogynist? 

Jesus said that one can know a person from the fruits of his deeds.

K. Craine September 18, 2016 at 8:34 AM

Email comment by DL:

HILLARY PITCHES A BENGHAZI SHUTOUT (Wall Street Journal Editorial)

Wikileaks reveals Hillary Clinton was sent a damning account of her actions in Benghazi,
written by Michael Hastings. 5 months later he was murdered in a car crash.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Hastings_(journalist)

Full Hastings Hillary Email on Hillary's private email server:

https://wikileaks.org/clinton‐emails/emailid/17057

Reply

dave123 September 18, 2016 at 4:04 PM

Trump refuses to tell the press that he believes that Obama was born in the United
States, despite the fact that campaign spokesperson Jason Miller told CNN, “Having
successfully obtained President Obama’s birth certificate when. but who owns CNN, You
have 6 Corporations Control 90% Of The Media In America Democratic nominee Hillary
Clinton supported the idea all the way back in 2008 was Obama was born in the United
States?? Back in 1983, approximately 50 corporations controlled the vast majority of all
news media in the United States.
Today, ownership of the news media has been concentrated in the hands of just six
incredibly powerful media corporations

Reply

dave123 September 18, 2016 at 4:33 PM

Mr. Paul asked about Mrs. Clinton's recent ill health in one breath and then in
the next declared that, if he had been president, he would have fired her for
Benghazi. Calling the killings the "worst tragedy" since Sept. 11 was insulting
to the nearly 8,000 soldiers killed in Iraq and Afghanistan or the many
hundreds of Americans killed in senseless gun violence each year. We know
politicians are short on perspective, but some is required

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 5:54 AM

Email comment by Alex Jones:

Alex Jones. (Sep. 18, 2016). SPECIAL REPORT: THIS VIDEO COULD BRING HILLARY DOWN.

Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader  v. Facebook)

5. Gibson Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader  v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia  (Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg))

6. Orrick  Herrington LLP (longtime
Facebook law firm and destroyer of
evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss
v. Zuckerberg  and ConnectU v.
Facebook)

7. Weil Gotshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader  v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)

8. Latham  &  Watk ins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)

9. Federal Circuit Bar  Association
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader  v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)

10. DC  Bar  Association

11. Perk ins Coie  LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of
Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn;
Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013
as having directed the IRS targeting
of the Tea Party)

12. Stroz Friedberg  (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia  v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")

13. Chandler  Law  Firm  Chartered
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B. Facebook
attorneys  &
cooperating judges:  

14. Gordon K. Davidson  (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
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Reply

Infowars.com.

"When someone shows you who they are, believe them the first time". 

Video summary of evidence:

http://www.infowars.com/special‐report‐this‐video‐could‐bring‐hillary‐down/

Reply

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 5:58 AM

Email comment by GH:

MORE PROOF THAT THE CLINTONS FLEECED HAITI "NON‐POROFIT" WORK TO ENRICH THEIR
CLINTON FOUNDATION AND FRIENDS.

The cry from the innocents continues. Hillary and Bill's claims to have done so much good
with The Clinton Foundation is all smoke and mirrors press releases. Bernie Sanders
made exactly the same claims to his "investors" also known as "the fleeced."

Tyler Durden. (Sep. 18, 2016). Haitian Senate President Exposes Clinton Foundation:
"Hillary Clinton Tried To Bribe Me!". ZeroHedge.

Full article:

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016‐09‐17/haitian‐president‐exposes‐clinton‐
foundation‐hillary‐clinton‐tried‐bribe‐me

Reply

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 6:09 AM

The Clinton News Network (CNN) is now openly proving it is nothing more than a
propaganda rag sheet for the totalitarian progressive wing of the Democratic Party.

Eric Mack. (Sep. 18, 2016). Clinton's First Response to 'Bombing' Edited Out by CNN.
Newsmax / The Hill.

Hillary Clinton called the New York and New Jersey attacks "bombings" before responding
to criticism of Donald Trump’s own use of the term "bomb," according to an ABC news
transcript; yet, CNN edited out Clinton’s opening sentence referencing "bombings" in its
breaking news coverage Saturday night, as reported by The Hill. 

Full article:

http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/cnn‐edit‐out‐clinton‐bomb/2016/09/18/id/748869/

Reply

dave123 September 19, 2016 at 9:39 AM

CNN SUCKS DICK A SUCK UP

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 6:16 AM

Email comment by JM:

Shane Harris. (Sep. 17, 2016). Either Edward Snowden Is Lying—or His Former Boss Is. The
Daily Beast.

Either Edward Snowden is lying or his former boss is. That’s one way to read contradictory
statements from the two men about whether Snowden actually knew that much about
one of the most controversial surveillance programs that he exposed to the world three
years ago.

It’s a program that gives the National Security Agency access to data from the world’s
biggest technology companies, including Facebook and Google, and it features
prominently in the new Oliver Stone biopic “Snowden,” which premieres Friday and
portrays its namesake as a genius hacker who saw first‐hand how the NSA abused its
formidable powers. That movie has renewed a long‐simmering battle between Snowden
and his critics. And it’s revealing new information about the biggest leak from the U.S.

attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)

15. Christopher  P. King  ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)

16. Theodore  B. Olson  (Gibson
Dunn)

17. Thomas G. Hungar  (Gibson
Dunn)

18. Eric H. Holder, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

19. James Cole  (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

20. Tony  West (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)

21. Robert F. Bauer  (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)

22. Anita  B. Dunn  (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")

23. Mary  L. Schapiro  (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)

24. James "Jamie"  Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)

25. Joseph  P. Cutler  (Perkins Coie)

26. David  P. Chiappetta  (Perkins
Coie)

27. James R. McCullagh  (Perkins
Coie)

28. Ramsey  M. Al-Salam  (Perkins
Coie)

29. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)

30. Reeve  T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)

31. Heidi Keefe  (Cooley)

32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)

33. Elizabeth  Stameshk in  (Cooley)

34. Donald  K. Stern  (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)

35. Mark  R. Weinstein  (Cooley)

36. Jeffrey  Norberg  (Cooley)

37. Ronald  Lemieux  (Cooley)

38. Craig W . Clark  (Blank Rome)

39. Tom  Amis (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)

40. Erich  Veitenheimer  (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)

41. Roel Campos (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)

42. Lisa  T. Simpson  (Orrick)

43. Indra  Neel Chatterjee  (Orrick)
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Replies

Reply

intelligence community in decades.

Full article:

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/17/either‐edward‐snowden‐is‐lying‐or‐
his‐former‐boss‐is.html

Reply

Cindy Rostankowski September 19, 2016 at 6:28 AM

HILLARY IS VERY SICK. THIS MEANS HER LETCHER HUSBAND BILL WILL BE OUR NEXT
PRESIDENT IF WE ELECT HER. LETCHER BILL FOR PRESIDENT? No self respecting woman can
support that.

Mary Wilder. (Sep. 15, 2016). Hillary avoided ER to hide information about her health from
being leaked. NewsTarget.

One of the most talked about issues concerning the 2016 presidential election has
become Hillary Clinton’s seemingly poor health, which has appeared to grow increasingly
terrible over the past few weeks. While many alternative media outlets have been
reporting on her apparent sickness for years now, visual evidence is finally being brought
to light thanks to increased press coverage on the presidential hopeful.

As a result, the Clinton campaign has been going out of their way to assure voters that
Hillary is in perfectly good health . Of course, they’ve also claimed that she had an
allergic reaction, pneumonia and was overheated all at once, but they continue to assure
the easily manipulated voters on the Regressive Left that Hillary Clinton will live forever.

Read this full story:
http://www.newstarget.com/2016‐09‐15‐hillary‐avoided‐er‐to‐hide‐information‐about‐her‐
health‐from‐being‐leaked.html

Reply

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 9:14 AM

Cindy emailed a clarification, pointing out that spouses secretly running the
country when the President was ill has precedent. 

First Lady Edith Wilson ran the country after Pres. had a stroke. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edith_Wilson

President Wilson suffered a severe stroke in October 1919. Edith Wilson began
to screen all matters of state and decided which were important enough to
bring to the bedridden president. In doing so, she de facto ran the executive
branch of the government for the remainder of the president's second term,
until March 1921.[1][2] She was the first First Lady to assume presidential
functions.

K. Craine September 19, 2016 at 9:16 AM

Email comment by GH:

WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) tweeted at 8:10 AM on Mon, Sep 19, 2016:

The next #TiSA negotiation round begins today. Find all our releases on the controversial
trade deal at 

https://t.co/mpLZQuBVYq

https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/777887602972233728?s=02

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 5:47 AM

Email comment by GH:

THE HAITIAN PEOPLE APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN ANOTHER SET OF CLINTON FOUNDATION
PATSIES. The Clinton's motto appears to have been "Never let a set of victims go

44. Samuel O'Rourke  (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

45. Theodore  W . Ullyo t (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)

46. Amber  H. Rover, aka Amber  L.
Hagy  aka Amber  Hatfield  (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)

47. Edward  R. Reines (Weil Gotschal)

48. Trish  Harris (DC Bar Association)

49. Elizabeth  A. Herman  (DC Bar
Association)

50. Elizabeth  J. Branda  (DC Bar
Association)

51. David  J. Kappos (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)

52. Preetinder  ("Preet") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia  v.
Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson &
Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)

53. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC Chief
Counsel)

54. Anne  Krauskopf  (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)

55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

56. Jan Horbaly  (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)

57. Kimberly  A. Moore  (Judge,
Federal Circuit)

58. Matthew  J. Moore  (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

59. Kathryn "Kathy"  Ruemmler
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)

60. Evan J. Wallach  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

61. Alan D. Lourie  (Judge, Federal
Circuit)

62. Randall R. Rader  (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)

63. Terence  P. Stewart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)

64. Leonard  P. Stark  (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)

65. Richard  J. Arcara  (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia  v. Holder  et
al)

66. Allen R. MacDonald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

67. Stephen C. Siu  (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

68. Meredith  C. Petravick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)

69. James T. Moore  (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)

70. Pinchus M. Laufer  (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

71. Kimberly  Jordan  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

72. Daniel J. Ryman  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

73. W illiam  J. Sto ffel (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)

74. James C. Payne  (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)

75. Deandra  M. Hughes (Examiner,
Leader  v. Facebook reexamination)
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unfleeced by our not‐for‐profit foundation. Bwahahahahaha."

Mary Anastasia O'Grady. (Sep. 18, 2016). More Clinton Shenanigans in Haiti ‐ Emails show
the State Department and the Clinton Foundation collaborated on policy. The Wall Street
Journal.

On Jan. 27, 2011, Clinton Foundation Chief Operating Officer Laura Graham sent an email
to then‐Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff Cheryl Mills, voicing concern
about a rumor. Ms. Graham had heard that Foggy Bottom was thinking about revoking the
U.S. visa of Haitian Prime Minister Jean Max Bellerive. “Wjc will be v unhappy if that’s
the case,” Ms. Graham warned Ms. Mills, using the initials of the former president.

Ms. Graham, who was also chief of staff to Mr. Clinton at the foundation, had other...

To Read the Full Story:

http://www.wsj.com/articles/more‐clinton‐shenanigans‐in‐haiti‐1474235175

Reply

Rain Onyourparade September 20, 2016 at 6:01 AM

Project Veritas Action. (Sep. 10, 2015). Clinton Campaign: "Whatever you can get away
with, just do it."

Hidden cameras capture Clinton campaign staff in Nevada not only skirting election law
but mocking it. 

Christina Gupana, a Hillary campaign worker and Las Vegas attorney: is caught by Project
Veritas Action journalists advising her fellow campaign workers to “do whatever you can,
whatever you can get away with just do it.” 

Project Veritas Action cameras capture numerous Clinton campaign workers boasting that
it is better to beg for forgiveness than ask for permission.

Full video:

https://youtu.be/rhI6bMbhsDE

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 6:06 AM

Email comments by GH/JM:

Nozomi Hayase. (Sep. 19, 2016). Assange, Manning and Snowden, Standing with the
Conscience of Truthtellers. Common Dreams.

Last week, Oliver Stone’s biopic “Snowden” hit the theaters. The film illuminates the life
of Edward Snowden between 2004 and 2013, aiming to humanize one of the most wanted
men in the world. Just before its release, a public campaign was launched urging
President Obama to pardon this renowned NSA whistleblower.

The massive US government persecution of truthtellers over the past years has exiled
conscience from civil society, locking it behind bars and driving it into asylum. Yet,
despite these attacks, it refuses to die.

Full story:

http://www.commondreams.org/views/2016/09/19/assange‐manning‐and‐snowden‐
standing‐conscience‐truthtellers

Reply

dave123 September 20, 2016 at 7:40 AM

Combetta works as a computer technician for Platte River Networks, a Denver‐based tech
firm that Clinton hired in 2013 to manage her email system. He refused to testify at a
House Oversight hearing held last week, invoking his Fifth Amendment right against self‐
incrimination.

Earlier on Monday, TheDC reported that Combetta appears to have published a Reddit
post on July 24, 2014 asking for advice on how to “strip off” the email address of a “VIP”
client that his company was working for. Hillary Clinton’s Computer Technician Asked For
Advice On How To ‘Strip Out’ Her Email Address)

Reply

76. Kathryn Walsh  Siehndel (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)

77. Dennis C. Blair  (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)

78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

79. James E. Boasberg  (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

80. James P. Chandler, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

C. Facebook  puppet
masters:  

81. President Barack  Obama
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after
Stark's court allowed Facebook to get
away with jury and court
manipulation of an on-sale bar
verdict which was attained without a
single piece of hard evidence; Barack
and Michelle Obama were evidently
protecting their 47 million "likes" on
Facebook)

82. Lawrence  "Larry"  Summers
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-
creator of the current Russian robber
baron economy; close 20-year
relationships with protégés Sheryl
Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in
recommendations that created the
Russian robber baron economy—and
Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money
used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W . Breyer, Accel
Partners LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)

84. David  Plouffe ; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-
described "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee

85. McBee  Strategic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)

86. Mike  Sheehy  (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)
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Replies

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 9:48 AM

Email comment by LK:

Beware Greeks bearing gifts.

Mark Rockwell. (Sep. 15, 2016). Tap DHS for help protecting voting systems, officials urge.
GCN.

Full article:

https://gcn.com/articles/2016/09/15/voting‐systems‐protection‐dhs.aspx

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 9:51 AM

Email comment by JM:

Hey LK. This guy George Soros even has a Greek sounding name! LOL.

Wire Story. (Sep. 20, 2016). Soros to invest $500 million to help refugees and
migrants. Associated Press.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Billionaire George Soros is pledging to invest up to $500
million in startups, established companies, "social impact initiatives," and
businesses started by refugees and migrants.

Soros, who chairs the Open Society Institute, made the announcement
Tuesday, following the first‐ever U.N. summit on migrants and refugees and
ahead of a meeting chaired by President Barack Obama to spur pledges to
help the world's 65.3 million displaced people.

http://bigstory.ap.org/6b80c5e351644fd08dcbf333c72aa7ec

Rain Onyourparade September 20, 2016 at 9:58 AM

For the record. George Soros, while he picked a common Greek Christian
name, is Jewish and was born in Hungary. During World War II he collaborated
with the Nazis in the confiscation of Jewish properties in what Jews call "blood
money." Soros told Steve Kroft on 60 Minutes that he feels no guilt from this
betrayal of his fellow Hungarian Jews. He is now a self‐professed atheist and a
heavy promoter of all causes Islamic as way of breaking down the Judaeo‐
Christian moral base underpinning Western society and laws. He exploits the
market data from his Open Society Foundations to manipulate currency
markets.

Arasmus Dragon September 20, 2016 at 12:47 PM

USG = ORGANIZED CRIMINALS ALL?

This is just further proof that the FBI and NSA are just using terrorism as an excuse to
spy on us and feed that dirt to their cronies for blackmail. 

They say they find terrorists with metadata, and yet, here the FBI had direct knowledge
of a terrorist from the guy's own father, and yet they let him perform terror acts!!! 

Is our entire government just a bunch of two‐bit mobsters?

Newsmax Wire. (Sep. 20, 2016). NY Times: Bomb Suspect's Father Warned FBI 2 Years Ago
Son Was Terrorist. Newsmax / New York Times.

Authorities were warned two years ago that Ahmad Khan Rahami — the suspect in
Saturday's bombings in New York City and New Jersey — was a terrorist, The New York
Times reported Tuesday.

Two senior law enforcement officials told the newspaper that in 2014, Rahami's father
told police that his son was a terrorist. The accusation prompted "a review by federal
agents" that was dropped when the father later recanted.

Breaking News at ewsmax.com:

87. Nancy  Pelosi (U.S.
Congresswoman; appears to be
running political cover in the House
for Facebook, McBee Strategic,
Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West,
Breyers, etc.)

88. Harry  Reid  (U.S. Senator; Judge
Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. Thomas J. Kim  (SEC, Chief
Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved
Facebook's 500-shareholder
exemption on Oct. 14, 2007, one day
after it was submitted by Fenwick &
West LLP; Facebook used this
exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher
Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital
Sky, Mail.ru which pumped
Facebook's pre-IPO valuation to
$100 billion; another Harvard grad,
Kim worked at Latham & Watkins
LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital
Association in 2002-2004 whose
Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer,
Accel Partners LLP; in other words
Breyer and Kim, both Harvard
grads, were associated at the time of
the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)

90. Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg
handler)

91. Jim  Swartz (Accel Partners;
Zuckerberg handler)

92. Sheryl K. Sandberg  (Facebook,
Summers protégé; Facebook
director)

93. Yuri Milner  (DST aka Digital Sky,
Summers protégé; former Bank
Menatep executive; Facebook
director)

94. Alisher  Asmanov  (DST aka Digital
Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow
partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of
the Kremlin; Became the Richest
Man in Russia after the Facebook
IPO)

95. Marc L. Andreessen  (Zuckerberg
coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP
and Christopher P. King aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka  Christopher-
Charles P. King; Summers' sponsor
during Instagram-scam; Facebook
director)

96. Peter  Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg
coach; PayPal; Facebook director;
CEO, Clarion Capital)

97. Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)

98. Reid  G. Hoffman  (19-year old
Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; LinkedIn;
Facebook director)

99. Richard  Wolpert (Accel Partners)

100. Robert Ketterson  (Fidelity
Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners;
Fidelity Ventures
Telecommunications & Technology)

101. David  Kilpatrick  (Business
Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR
cleanse-meister re. Facebook
origins)

102. Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Squ
are/Instagram  ("Facebook
Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder
companies)

103. Tesla  Motors (received $465
million in Obama stimulus funds
and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes
in the seven months before the
Leader  v. Facebook trial, just before
veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made
the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after
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http://www.newsmax.com/Headline/rahami‐father‐warned‐police/2016/09/20/id/749179/

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 12:51 PM

Email comment by JM:

PUT BIPARTISAN NETWORK MONITORS AT EACH STATE TABULATORS TO WATCH FOR MAN‐IN‐
THE‐MIDDLE DIVERSIONS !!!!!!

Andy Sullivan. (Sep. 20, 2016). Despite flaws, paperless voting machines remain
widespread in the U.S. Reuters.

One in four registered voters in the United States live in areas that will use electronic
voting machines that do not produce a paper backup in the November presidential
election despite concerns that they are vulnerable to tampering and malfunctions,
according to a Reuters analysis.

The lack of a paper trail makes it impossible to independently verify that the aging
touch‐screen systems are accurate, security experts say, in a year when suspected
Russian hackers have penetrated political groups and state voting systems and
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump has said the election may be "rigged." 

Election officials insist the machines are reliable, but security experts say they are
riddled with bugs and security holes that can result in votes being recorded incorrectly. 

Full story:

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN11Q0EU

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 12:56 PM

CALL TO ACTION:

Here is an instruction sheet on how to organize bipartisan networking monitoring of the
State Tabulator system in order to detect "man‐in‐the‐middle" diversion of votes before
they are recorded in the "official" tally:

CALL TO ACTION: How U.S. citizen election observers can detect and prevent vote
counting fraud.

What is Man‐in‐the‐Middle? (and how to detect it)

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐16‐CALL‐TO‐ACTION‐How‐US‐citizen‐
election‐observers‐can‐stop‐Man‐in‐the‐Middle‐vote‐fraud‐Aug‐16‐2016.pdf

Reply

K. Craine September 20, 2016 at 6:50 PM

Email comment by Breitbart:

John Hayward, (Sep. 20, 2016). Hillary Clinton Rewarded 194 Donors With Seats on State
Dept. Advisory Boards. Washington Examiner / Breitbart.

The Washington Examiner reports that 194 of Hillary Clinton’s donors were named to
advisory boards while she was Secretary of State between 2009 and 2012.

These were all people who donated to “either to her family’s foundation, her political
campaigns, or both, or were affiliated with groups that had,” according to the Examiner’s
review of federal records. Fully 40 percent of the State Department advisory
appointments during Clinton’s time as Secretary of State went to her donors.

Full article:

http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/09/20/194‐clinton‐donors‐rewarded‐
appointments‐state‐dept‐advisory‐boards/

Reply

dave123 September 20, 2016 at 10:27 PM

Facebook's disasterous Markman
Hearing)

104. So lyndra  (received $535 million in
Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

105. BrightSource  (received $1.6
billion in Obama stimulus at the
recommendation of the Cooley-
McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

106. John P. Breyer  (father of James
W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital
Partners - China; coached his son on
exploiting Western markets while he
quietly built a venture capital
business in China for the last 20
years; the real brain behind the
Breyer exploitations

107. IDG  Capital Partners (China)
(founded by John P. Breyer, the
father of James W. Breyer, Accel
Partners; the current launderer of
the tens of billions James W has
fleeced from the U.S. market from
the bailout, stimulus and the "pump
& dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US
bailout funds; then invested with
DST in Facebook private stock via
Moscow; took Facebook public;
locked out American investors from
investing)

109. Morgan Stanley  (received US
bailout funds; took Facebook public;
probably participated in oversees
purchases of Facebook private stock
before IPO)

110. State  Street Corporation
(received U.S. taxpayer bailout
monies along with Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley; consolodating
control of ATM banking networks
internationally

111. JP Morgan Chase  (received U.S.
taxpayer bailout monies along with
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd  Blank fein  (Goldman Sachs,
CEO)

113. Jamie  Dimon  (JP MorganChase,
CEO)

114. Steve  Cutler  (JP MorganChase,
General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen  (JP MorganChase,
Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell,
LLP)

116. U.S. Securities &  Exchange
Commission  (granted Fenwick &
West's application on behalf of
Facebook for an unpredented
exemption to the 500 shareholder
rule; opened the floodgated for
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in
Facebook pre-IPO insider stock;
facilitated the influx of billions of
dollars from "dubious" sources
associated with Russian oligarchs,
Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner,
and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is
a partner with this Moscow
company, Digital Sky Technologies,
aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

117. Jeff  Markey  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

118. Steve  McBee  (McBee Strategic
LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley
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Replies

The most recent leak of Former Secretary of State Colin Powell’s emails revealed his
often‐entertaining opinions about fellow politicians, including his musings that Clinton
isn’t a good candidate because of her advanced age, greed, and a husband “still dicking
bimbos.” 
One of the most significant portions of the leaks involve clear attempts at pay‐to‐play
politics within the party. High‐ranking DNC officials were working with the White House to
get high‐paying donors placed in political positions. The leak revealed a price sheet of
sorts which revealed how much you had to give to be made an ambassador for a cushy
state like France or Germany.
DNC is now fear‐mongering so extremely that Interim DNC Chair Donna Brazile said that
even reading the leaks might get the reader hacked by Russia as well (complete and
total B.S.), it’s hard not to root for more and more released information. COLIN POWELL IS
IN LOVE WITH HIS OWN IMAGE JUST LIKE BONO WET

Reply

K. Craine September 21, 2016 at 5:11 AM

Email comment by GH:

Bill Clinton pardoned his buddy Marc Rich among 450 people pardoned on his last day in
office on Jan. 20, 2001. Curiously, Bill Clinton APPOINTED James P. Chandler, III ‐‐ Leader
Technologies' patent attorney ‐ to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) on
Jan. 18, 2001 along with Bill Gates. 

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber‐hijack‐findings.html#chandler‐niac

Clearly, these criminals were setting up a private White House spy agency that Clinton,
Bush and Obama have all been in on ... and taking orders from their spymasters James P.
Chandler and George Soros.

WikiLeaks. (Sep. 20, 2016). Pardon me? Before the Clinton Foundation there was the
Clinton Library. Twitter.

Marc Rich‐‐This is the pardon that a New York Times editorial called, "a shocking abuse of
presidential power." Rich was on the FBI's most wanted list for illegal commodities trading
with countries like North Korea, Iran, Cuba and the Soviet Union. He fled to Switzerland
in 1983 to avoid conviction in America.

Leading up to the pardon, Marc's wife Denise Rich donated $450,000 to the Clinton Library
and forked over $1 million to Democratic campaigns. Rich died in 2013, and critics say the
Clinton's are still benefiting from the pardon. 

Rich's friends, lawyers and business partners have donated millions to the Clintons since
the pardon was granted.

[The IBM Eclipse Foundation was started in 2001, judges decided in conference to allow
themselves to hold Clinton crony mutual funds, the Clinton Library is one of 45 aliases for
the Clinton Foundation. Clearly, the criminal enterprise grew legs in 2001, Doug Band
started the Clinton Global Initiative. All this in 2001 the moment Clinton left office.
Evidently, George Bush was playing along.]

Full tweet:

https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/778360893478412293?s=02

Reply

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 6:10 AM

That Bill Gates knew Facebook was stolen that is why he invested in facebook he is a
fucking little shit

Reply

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 7:51 AM

By Caitlin Dewey

A "non‐techie" Twitter sleuth with 3,000 followers has just caused Hillary
Clinton's campaign a new headache: According to screenshots she published
Sunday ‐ which are now reportedly under review in the House Oversight
Committee ‐ the IT specialist who deleted Clinton's emails may first have
turned to Reddit for advice on the technology.

The Reddit posts in question come from a user named stonetear, and were
made in July and December 2014. @GOPPollAnalyst, the woman who

Godward Kronish LLP to arrange
Obama's green energy funding;
arranged $1.6 billion for failed
BrightSource and $535 million for
failed Solyndra)

119. Michael F. McGowan  (Stroz
Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert
who lied about his knowledge of the
contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard Email accounts)

120. Bryan J. Rose  (Stroz Friedberg;
Facebook forensic expert who lied
about his knowledge of the contents
of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives
and Harvard Email accounts)

121. Dr. Saul Greenberg  (Facebook's
expert witness from the University
of Calgary; disingenuously waived
his hands and said he would be
"wild guessing" about the purpose of
a Java "sessionstate" import
statement (even Java newbies know
it is used for tracking a user while in
a web session); in short, Dr.
Greeberg lied to the jury, thus
discrediting his testimony)

122. Toni Townes-Whitley  (CGI
Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985
Princeton classmate; CGI "donated"
$47 million to the Obama campaign;
CGI won the no-bid contract to build
the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare
website; CGI shut off the security
features on Obama's reelection
donation sites to increase donations)

123. CGI Federal (US division of a
Canadian company; Donated $47
million to Obama's reelection, then
received the no-bid contract to build
the ill-fated Obamacare website;
Michelle Obama's Princeton
classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a
Senior Vice President of CGI; the
website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)

124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's
Secretary of Health & Human
Services since 2009 responsible for
$678 million Obamacare
implementation; made the decision
to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid
contract despite the evident conflict
of interest with Michelle Obama and
$47 million in Obama campaign
donations by CGI; the website is
replete with social features and links
to Facebook)

125. Todd  Y . Park  (White House Chief
Technology Officer (CTO); former
CTO for Health & Human Services;
chief architect of HealthCare.gov;
founder, director, CEO,
Athenahealth, Inc.; founder,
director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

126. Frank  M. Sands, Sr. / Frank  M.
Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO,
respectively, of Sands Capital
Management LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition
reports for Athenahealth, Inc.,
Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook
stock during 2012; masked the
association of Todd Y. Park with
Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc.,
and the association of both of those
companies with the Facebook IPO
fraud)

127. Robin "Handsome  Reward"
Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc.
(ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the
same month that Mark Zuckerberg
obtained Leader Technologies' social
networking source code to start
Facebook; Robin Y . Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James
W. Breyer through their Chinese
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Reply

unearthed the posts, claims stonetear is Paul Combetta, a computer specialist
with Platte River Networks who worked with Clinton's staff during her time as
secretary of state. The email address stonetear@gmail.com was used to
register a Facebook profile for a "Paul Hamilton," which is mostly blank and has
only 40 friends. One of them is, however, a woman whose maiden name
appears to have been Combetta until a 2015 wedding.

‐ The timing of two of Stonetear's Reddit posts coincides with events in the
Clinton email saga. One post, dated July 24, 2014, came one day after the
House Select Committee on Benghazi and the State Department reached an
agreement on producing records. The second, which is dated Dec, 10, 2014,
and describes a 60‐day email retention policy, came the same month that a
longtime Clinton aide requested that their email retention policy be
shortened to 60 days.

@GOPPollAnalyst did not immediately respond to The Washington Post's
request for comment, but it would appear that she's not quite done yet. The
(yet‐anonymous!) woman, who has said she's studying law "with concentrations
in eDiscovery/eLitigation," has spent the past 36 hours tweeting constantly
with conservative power‐users and media outlets.
She credits the story's virality to the Twitter parody account
@RepStevenSmith, who retweeted her findings shortly before they were
picked up by Reddit.
"The power of Twitter," she posted Tuesday morning. "Thank you everyone. ...
Great job to Twitter and Reddit users for blowing this up."

K. Craine September 21, 2016 at 8:07 AM

Here's a full citation to the Dave123 Washington Post article above:

Caitlin Dewey. (Sep. 21, 2016). Hillary Clinton’s IT guy asked Reddit for help
altering emails, a Twitter sleuth claims. The Washington Post.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the‐intersect/wp/2016/09/20/hillary‐
clintons‐it‐guy‐asked‐reddit‐for‐help‐altering‐emails‐a‐twitter‐sleuth‐claims/

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 9:03 AM

Wells Fargo has fired 5,300 employees after it was discovered that they were
engaging in illegal sales tactics. wasn't Obama suppose to have fix this i keep
forgetting that little shit was full of it

Cindy Rostankowski September 21, 2016 at 8:02 AM

JOHN BOEHNER WAS A GLOBALIST SELL OUT ALL ALONG.
No wonder the Republican Establishment caved in to Obama, Clinton and Soros. They're
on the same team of corruption!!!

Lee Fang. (Sep. 20, 2016). John Boehner Cashes Out, Joins Corporate Lobbying Firm That
Represents China. The Intercept.

JOHN BOEHNER, THE RETIRED speaker of the House, is monetizing his decades of political
relationships and cashing out to serve some of the most powerful special interests in the
world.

Boehner is joining Squire Patton Boggs, a lobbying firm that peddles its considerable
influence on behalf of a number of foreign nations, including most notably the People’s
Republic of China. Serving Beijing is somewhat appropriate: Boehner has long been a
supporter of unfettered trade, helping to lead the effort to grant Most Favored Nation
status to China. Squire Patton Boggs also represents a long list of corporate clients,
including AT&T, Amazon.com, Goldman Sachs & Co., Royal Dutch Shell, and the Managed
Funds Association, a trade group for the largest hedge funds in the country.

Full article:

https://theintercept.com/2016/09/20/john‐boehner‐china/

Reply

Linda Wilson September 21, 2016 at 10:47 AM

entities, including IDG Capital
Partners, IDG-Accel and other
variants; Li appointed a junior
attorney from Fenwick & West LLP,
Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP
represented both Leader
Technologies, Inc. and Accel Partners
LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader's
source code in their files.)

128. Parker  Zhang  ("Head of Patents"
at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in
approx. May 2012; formerly a junior
Associate attorney at Fenwick &
West LLP; graduate from Michigan
Law in 2005)

129. Penny  S. Pritzker  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; replaced
Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24
million in Facebook "dark pools"
stock, most notably in Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and
JPMorgan)

130. Rebecca  M. Blank  (Secretary,
Department of Commerce; oversaw
the dubious Leader v. Facebook
activities of the Patent Office
Director, David J. Kappos, who held
over one million dollars in Facebook
"dark pools" during the Leader  v.
Facebook proceedings; Kappos
purchased this stock within weeks of
his surprise recess appointment by
President Obama; Kappos also was
formerly employed by IBM, who sold
Facebook 750 patents during the
Leader  v. Facebook proceedings;
right before leaving the Patent
OFfice, Kappos also ordered an
unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even
identifying claims)

131. Mary  L. Schapiro  (Chairman,
Securities & Exchange Commission;
holds 51 Facebook "dark pools" stocks
which held stock in Facebook, Baidu
and more than a dozen Facebook
crony companies; failed to regulate
the "dark pools;" failed to disclose
her substantial conflict of interest in
regulating the run up to the
Facebook IPO)

132. Robert C. Hancock  (Chief
Compliance Officer, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics)

133. Jonathan Goodman  (Chief
Counsel, Sands Capital
Management, LLC; failed to file
S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth,
Baidu and Facebook during the
period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of
interest of Todd Y. Park, who was
appointed by President Obama to be
the U.S. Chief Technology Officer
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Reply

DEAR BILL CLINTON: WORDS CANNOT FIX YOUR CORRUPT FOUNDATION LEGACY BILLY BOY.
IT WAS BORN OUT OF CORRUPTION AND WENT DOWNHILL FROM THERE. YOU HAVE DONE
GREAT DAMAGE TO AMERICA AND I HOPE YOU AND HILLARY ROT IN JAIL.

Rebecca Mansour. (Sep. 21, 2016). Politico: Bill Clinton ‘Furious’ at Clinton Cash Attacks
‘Smearing’ His Foundation Legacy. Breitbart / Politico.

Annie Karni writes in Politico about former President Bill Clinton’s efforts to use the final
meeting of the Clinton Global Initiative to rebut the “smearing of his life’s work” at the
Clinton Foundation, which has been tarnished by the “Clinton Cash” pay‐to‐play scandals.

Full story:

http://www.breitbart.com/2016‐presidential‐race/2016/09/21/politico‐bill‐clinton‐furious‐
clinton‐cash‐attacks‐smearing‐foundation‐legacy/

Reply

Linda Wilson September 21, 2016 at 12:01 PM

Ohio Congressman Jim Jordan fried IRS commissioner John Koskinen today.
Enjoy (or weep at the criminality of our government).

Rep. Jim Jordan. (Sep. 21, 2016). Rep. Jim Jordan (R‐OH) 2nd Q/A on IRS
commissioner impeachment. US House of Representatives.

https://youtu.be/bJTZUeQ_iPo

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 2:09 PM

The Clinton Crime Machine has persisted all these years by silencing enemies,
intimating opponents and relying on a lapdog media to cover it all up.

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 2:05 PM

Food convey got bombed an eye witness said it just look like a SpaceX explosion on the
launch pad at Cape Canaveral, looks likes Obama and Zuckerberg wont be grand standing
for a long time. 
Mark Zuckerberg said We remain committed to our mission of connecting everyone, [using
the stolen plate form]an Israeli‐built communications satellite for Facebook

Reply

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 3:05 PM

New ICIJ offshore leak names 175,000 companies registered in the Bahamas
Former EU competition commissioner Neelie Kroes spent six years between
2004 and 2010 as the EU’s corporate enforcer, hounding big corporations and
warning them they couldn’t “run away” from the EU’s rules.

But the ICIJ leak shows that Ms Kroes was also listed as a director of an
offshore company in the Bahamas from 2000 to 2009 – something she never
disclosed.

dave123 September 21, 2016 at 3:57 PM

BREAKING: Judge Orders Release of Clinton Security Training Docs To Begin In
Five Days

Rain Onyourparade September 22, 2016 at 6:05 AM

This website, NEXTGOV.com, proves that the Department of Homeland Security is in bed
with the globalists. Just look at their promotions, white papers and articles. All singing
the praises of IBM's "Internet of Things" where even your toaster will be spying on you.

during this same period; Todd Y.
Park is/has been founder, director
and CEO of both Athenahealth and
Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park
deeply embedded the software from
Athenahealth and Castlight Health
into HealthCare.gov when he was
CTO at Health & Human Services;
none of these conflicts of interest
were disclosed; Todd Y. Park's ethics
pledges and reports are missing
from the Office of Government
Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP,
Facebook appeals counsel in Leader
v. Facebook)

134. Trip  Adler  ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

135. Jared  Friedman ("Co-Founder" of
Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of
Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious
orgins story, like Zuckerberg's;
Scribd held AFI documents for two
years, then summarily deleted the
entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library
contained only public documents
and much evidence proving the
Leader  v. Facebook judicial
corruption)

136. Jeffrey  Wadsworth  (CEO,
Battelle Memorial Institute;
President, Ohio State University
Board of Trustees; former Deputy
Director of Science & Technologies,
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, University of California
Board of Trustees)

137. Michael V. Drake  (President, The
Ohio State University; former
Chancellor, University of California,
Irvine)

138. Woodrow  A. Myers (Chief
Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.;
formerly Corporate Operations
Officer, Anthem Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Indiana)

139. Alex  R. Fischer  (aka Alexander
Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio
State University; former Sr. Vice
President, Battelle Memorial
Institute; Chairman, OmniViz;
married to Lori Barreras)

140. Chris Glaros (author of the
discredited Waters Report re. The
Ohio State University Marching
Band; protege of Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Professor James P. Chandler, III,
and Algernon L. Marbley)

141. Lori Barreras (Commissioner,
Ohio Civil Rights Commission;
former Vice President of Human
Resources, The Ohio State
University; former Vice President,
Battelle Memorial Institute; married
to Alex R. Fischer)

142. David  Vaughn  (Criminal Attorney,
David Vaughn Consulting Group;
former Assistant U.S. Attorney;
appointed to the discredited Waters
Commission at Ohio State)

143. Betty  Montgomery  (former Ohio
Attorney General; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at
Ohio State; accepted campaign
contributions from Woodrow A.
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DHS TO HELP NINE STATES WITH VOTING SYSTEMS, and yet, they themselves just exposed
thousands of people to one of their databases!!!!

DHS EXPOSES THOUSANDS OF INDIVIDUALS' PRIVATE INFORMATION ‐‐ INCLUDING FEDS,
GOLFERS AND PRIESTS.

http://www.nextgov.com/defense/2016/09/dhs‐exposes‐thousands‐individuals‐private‐
information‐including‐feds‐golfers‐and‐priests/131316/

9 STATES ACCEPT DHS' ELECTION SECURITY SUPPORT

http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2016/09/9‐states‐accept‐dhss‐election‐security‐
support/131741/

This is the biggest globalist organized crime racket in history.

Reply

K. Craine September 22, 2016 at 6:12 AM

Email comment by TEX:

In the spirit of the upcoming Presidential Debate ( and a nice bottle of wine) , the twins,
Mavis and Flavia, decided to have their own debate last night. After a best two out of
three arm and leg wrestling battle, Mavis earned the right to be Trump. It was only
fitting because when Mavis was young she made marvelous towers out of Tinker Toys.
Flavia would knock them down and then lie about it. Flavia began wearing pant suits at
age three. 

The debate started with Trump calling Hillary fat , smelly and a liar. Our moderator,
Homer ( our office geek) , tried to break up the fight and was taken to the emergency
room for stitches . He's ok. After a moment or two of relative calm, Trump called Hillary
a crock and a crook. Hillary responded with Trump was a fraud, never had built anything,
and had an ugly wife. Finally our small audience laughed. It was becoming civil. 

They went back and forth until Homer came back from the ER. Here's a summary of the
remaining key points. 
‐ on terrorism. 
Hillary. We must ban pressure cookers. 
Trump. If they kill us, we will kill them back. 

‐ on immigration. 
Hillary. We are all immigrants
Trump. You are stupid.

‐ on tax returns.
Hillary. I released mine.
Trump. I released mine to the US government ( the IRS). When they finish up, you can
see 
them. 

‐ on jobs. 
Hillary. What? ( cough) 
Trump. We'll have so many jobs that you will beg me to stop. Here's a cough drop. 

‐ on guns
Hillary. White people with guns are the cause of crime and riots. 
Trump. You are stupid. 

Old TEX caught all of this on my video recorder. It went viral but our biased friends at
Facebook, Twitter, and Google took it down. Imagine that !!! 

Let's get ready to rumble. Have a deplorable day, TEX

Reply

K. Craine September 22, 2016 at 6:27 AM

Email comment by GH:

More slimy mainstream "journalism" from the Washington Rag, sorry Post. It is sad sad sad
to see this newspaper slide from having a Woodward‐Bernstein tradition to being a
totalitarian leftist progaganda rag sheet. This occured after Amazon's Jeff Bezos bought
it. Just proves Silicon Valley executives are greedy idiots whose mothers kicked them out
of the house at 13 before they had been weened.

Charles C. Johnson. (Sep. 21, 2016). BREAKING: Trump Charity Reporter David

Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of
Michael V. Drake)

144. Joseph  A. Steinmetz (Provost,
The Ohio State University; author of
Psychological Science article on
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Course) that triggered the discovery
of massive double-dealing and fraud
within the Ohio State trustees)

D. Facebook  boy-
puppets:  

145. Mark  E. Zuckerberg

146. Chris Hughes

147. Dustin Moskowitz

148. Eduardo  Saverin

149. Matthew  R. Cohler

150. Elon Musk  

E. Corruption  Watch
—Patent Office
Judges:  

151. Anderson, Gregg

152. Best, George

153. Bonilla, Jack ie  W .

154. Boucher, Patrick

155. Braden, Georgianna  W .

156. Branch, Gene

157. Bisk , Jennifer  Bresson

158. Bui, Hung H.

159. Busch, Justin

160. Clements, Matt

161. Crumbley, Kit

162. Droesch, Kristen

163. Elluru, Rama

164. Fitzpatrick , Michael

165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.

166. Giannetti, Thomas L.

167. Guest, Rae  Lynn

168. Hastings, Karen M.

169. Hoff, Marc

170. Horner, Linda

171. Hughes, James R.

172. Hume, Larry

173. James, Housel

174. Jung, Hung J.

175. Kamholz, Scott

176. Katz, Deborah

177. Lucas, Jay

178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio
unavailable) – Leader  3rd reexam
judge (bio and conflicts log concealed
by FOIA)

179. Mahaney, Alexandra

180. Martin, Brett

181. McKone, Dave

182. McNamara, Brian

183. Medley, Sally

184. Moore, Bryan

185. Moore, James T – Leader  3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

186. Morgan, Jason V.

187. Morrison, John

188. Pak , Chung K.

189. Perry, Glenn J.
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@Fahrenthold’s Wife Works For Clinton‐Funded NGO Run By Mexican President. GotNews.

Washington Post reporter David Farenthold recently broke a story about alleged
misdealings by the Trump Foundation charity.

Farenthold claims to have found evidence Donald Trump may have violated “laws against
‘self‐dealing.'” The Donald Trump campaign has categorically denied the claims.

At no point in the story did the Washington Post disclose that their reporter David
Farenthold’s wife works for a non‐profit funded by the Clinton Foundation, with a Mexican
president on the board of directors.

Full article:

http://gotnews.com/breaking‐trump‐charity‐reporter‐david‐fahrentholds‐wife‐works‐
clinton‐funded‐ngo‐run‐mexican‐president/

Reply

Patent Blogger 4 September 22, 2016 at 6:36 AM

HOPEFULLY GEORGE SOROS' FALL ILLUSTRATES FOR THE NEXT GENS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU TRY AND BUILD AN EMPIRE ON STOLEN PROPERTY, GRAFT, GREED, POWER‐MONGERING
AND CORRUPTION . . . IN SOROS' CASE IN THE NAME OF "LIBERALISM."

Polish MP Demands ‘Pest’ Soros Is Stripped Of Country’s Highest Honour

by PRZEMEK SKWIRCZYNSKI Sep. 21, 2016 BREITBART LONDON

The recent deterioration of George Soros’s public image has been astonishing. Following
coverage of his subversive operations across the world – including his efforts to
destabilise Poland – now even the establishment media have picked up on his destructive
activities, with Bloomberg recently covering his plan to marginalise Israel. 
Similarly, the list of Soros’s safe havens has also been shrinking dramatically.

Until recently, out of all the EU countries, only his native Hungary had the courage to
suggest his carefully crafted image of ‘global philanthropist’ may be a smoke screen. The
country’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban pointed out that Soros is acting to destabilise
Europe by supporting illegal migrants from the Middle East. Now his hold over Eastern
Europe seems to be waning even further with Polish politicians also picking up on his
suspicious activity. 

Full story:

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/09/21/polish‐mp‐demands‐pest‐soros‐is‐stripped‐
of‐countrys‐highest‐honour/

Reply Delete

K. Craine September 22, 2016 at 6:41 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Under President Jimmie " the wimp " Carter, the US stopped payment of funds owed to
the Iranian government of the Shah of Iran when Islamists violently took over and held
Americans hostage. Iran has since been an avowed enemy of the West and is the most
active financiers of world terrorism. They have and will continue to kill Americans with
their financial support. 

All of a sudden, Obama and Hillary decided to make a one sided, ambiguous nuclear deal
with Iran that shook the Middle East. We guaranteed that within 15 years they would
have a big bomb ! Since the second week of this agreement, Iran has consistently
violated the " red line" terms. We have yet to require observance of terms. To celebrate
this wonderful deal and to get a few hostages back, Obama unilaterally decided to send
the "Shah cash " plus interest back to Islamic Iran. We saw pictures of an unmarked
private aircraft delivering millions of dollars in a mix of foreign currencies .
Coincidentally, this is just what terrorism funding requires. Barack Hussein claims that we
had to to send cash because the current banking restrictions did not allow wire
transfers. Today it was reported that as much as a billion dollars was wire transferred
prior to the cash transaction. He had no Congressional authority to do either transfer .
This is treason. Hillary was an originator and was complicit in this entire process. 

Now Hillary says that she, and only she, has the experience to deal with terrorists. " I sat
in the situation room ( except the night of Benghazi) " , she stated. Here's a fact . ISIS did
not exist before Barack Hussein and Hillary took over. It was a JV , they said. Now she
blames Trump for their expansion. He was building things and creating jobs. When did he
poke the jihadists into a tithy ? What did he do to allow them to expand into 28
countries? Trump says her supposed "experience" and very poor decisions caused this

190. Petravick , Meredith  C. (bio and
conflicts log concealed by FOIA) –
Leader  3rd reexam judge

191. Pettigrew, Lynne

192. Praiss, Donna

193. Quinn, Miriam

194. Reimers, Annette

195. Saindon, W illiam

196. Scanlon, Patrick

197. Siu, Stephen C. – Leader  3rd
reexam judge (bio and conflicts log
concealed by FOIA)

198. Smith, James Donald

199. Smith, Neil

200. Snedden, Sheridan

201. Song, Daniel

202. Spahn, Gay  Ann

203. Strauss, Mike

204. Timm, Catherine

205. White, Stacey

206. Zecher, Michael

Research  Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google
search at the top of this webpage. That will
show you any relevant links within the sites
that we have been following and
investigating in the Leader  v. Facebook
case. Vigilance everyone! Our American
Republic is at risk.

The following universities were announced
as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph
A. Steinmetz's corrupt MOOC education
initiative named "University Innovation
Alliance" (UIA). We have identified the
instructions and online forms you need to
file a complaint with the participants. MOOC
stands for "Massive Open Online Course."

You should complain about:

(1) the intellectual property theft of social
networking source code from Leader
Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the
software engine running the UIA;

(2) the corruption at Ohio State University
and OSU's collusion with Battelle Memorial
Institute which helped steal the software
being used by UIA; and

(3) the mistreatement of OSU Marching Band
Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated
Title IX charges that were used to pave the
way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.

Universities pride themselves on protection
of intellectual property.

Therefore, these universities cannot
participate in this abuse of inventor
copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The
Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If
these universities participate knowingly with
Ohio State in its theft of intellectual
property, then they are aiding and abetting
the theft of intellectual property on a

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD
COMPLAINT AGAINST A
UNIVERSITY
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http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/William-Saindon-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-25-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Patrick-Scanlon-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-25-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Stephen-C-Siu-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-20-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/James-Donald-Smith-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-USPTO-Accessed-Jun-26-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Neil-Smith-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-20-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Sheridan-Snedden-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-26-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Daniel-Song-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-25-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Gay-Ann-Spahn-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-25-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Mike-Strauss-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-20-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Catherine-Timm-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-20-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Stacey-White-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-25-2013.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/uspto/staff/Michael-Zecher-Patent-Office-Administrative-Judge-LinkedIn-Profile-Accessed-Jun-20-2013.pdf
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mess. I agree. 

CNN has become a Hillary Super PAC. Their reporters suggest that the key issue now is
the " birther" issue. Trump is a racist, they say. No, Trump believes in a nation of laws.
Barack Hussein's timeline was not well documented . There were questions. Both his
father and step father were foreign Muslims. His mother and grand parents were avowed
Communists. This deserved questions. And now with terrorism and Arab world
conflagration, even more questions must be answered. Why should Obama/ Hillary want
more Muslim unknowns in our communities? Why aren't they sending them to Hollywood
or the Hamptons? 

One last statement. The Obama elitist cabal has been in charge for eight long years. All
areas of there terrible leadership have decayed. Nothing is better. Hillary helped cause
it with her misguided beliefs. She can not fix it.........only a deplorable can. She belongs
in jail, not the White House. 

Have a deplorable day, TEX 

Reply

Arasmus Dragon September 22, 2016 at 8:03 AM

ZUCKERBERG FRAUD WARNING: If you take any of Zuckerberg's money, you will be aiding
and abetting a crime. Zuckerberg's underlying value was STOLEN PROPERTY from
Columbus innovator Leader Technologies, not to mention his valid contract with Paul
Ceglia and his theft of other technologies used in Facebook, including from inventors Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam and Johnnes Van Der Meer.

Read more here:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber‐hijack‐findings.html#zuckerberg‐
fraud‐warning

Anyone besides me find this koinky dink just precious? On the very day that Bill Clinton
officially left his Clinton Global Initiative (yeh right, one of its 30 Clinton Foundation
aliases spread all over the planet). Mark Zuckerberg announced a $3 billion "Chan
Zuckerberg Initiative" to eradicate ALL diseases (in the next 100 years). You heard me:
ALL. 100 years. ROTFL !!!! The criminality and hubris of this larcenous couple knows no
bounds, not even death ‐ oh wait, they will cure aging and dying too, what was I thinking?
How totally and utterly fake! Just goes to show you what ill‐gotten gain, zero morals and
no brain can produce.

By the way, ALL the mainstream suck up news outlets carried this headline yesterday.
These people are so corruptly predictable:

Michelle Castillo. (Sep. 21, 2016). Chan Zuckerberg donate $3 billion toward curing all
disease by next 100 years. CNBC.

http://www.cnbc.com/2016/09/21/chan‐zuckerberg‐initiative‐dedicates‐3‐billion‐towards‐
disease‐research.html

Reply

dave123 September 22, 2016 at 8:30 PM

MARK ZUCKERBERG TRIED TO STEAL THIS TECHNOLOGY, PETER BECK SAID
ZUCKERBERG IS JUST LIAR AND A THIEF 

Auckland‐based Rocket Lab has unveiled what it says is the world's first
battery powered rocket engine.

The engine on its Electron rocket will do away with expensive and complex
gas generators and instead use small high‐performance electric motors and
lithium polymer batteries to drive its turbo pumps. The engine will also
incorporate parts made by 3D printers to cut costs and speed up the
manufacturing process.

The carbon‐composite Electron would launch satellites for about $6.6 million.
To get satellites into space with other companies can cost more than $100
million, Beck said.
The company also says its engine will be the first to use 3D printed parts for
all its primary components including its engine chamber, injector, pumps and
main propellant valves.

"massive" scale... Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse
Foundation.

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure 
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer

2. CALIFORNIA
University of California Riverside
California State System (observer)
http://www.oig.ca.gov/ 
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐us/how‐
to‐file‐a‐complaint.php 
http://www.oig.ca.gov/pages/about‐
us/complaint‐form.php

3. FLORIDA 
University of Central Florida
http://www.floridaoig.com/ 
http://www.fldoe.org/ig/complaint.asp 
http://app1.fldoe.org/IGComplaint/Complain
tForm.aspx

4. GEORGIA
Oregon State University
http://oig.georgia.gov/ 
http://oig.georgia.gov/file‐complaint

5. INDIANA
Purdue University
http://www.in.gov/ig/2330.htm

6. IOWA
Iowa State University
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/file_
complaint/online_2.html

7. MICHIGAN
Michigan State University
http://www.mfia.state.mi.us/OIG/SubmitCom
plaint.aspx?ComplaintMode=client

8. OHIO
The Ohio State University
http://watchdog.ohio.gov/FileaComplaint.asp
x

9. ORGEON
Oregon State University
https://justice.oregon.gov/forms/consumer_
complaint.asp 
https://justice.oregon.gov/consumercomplai
nts/

10. KANSAS
The University of Kansas
http://www.fraudguides.com/report/kansas.
asp 
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/email‐us 
https://ag.ks.gov/about‐the‐office/contact‐
us/file‐a‐complaint/koma‐kora‐investigation‐
request

11. TEXAS
The University of Texas
http://www.tdcj.state.tx.us/divisions/oig/oig
_fraud.html 
https://sao.fraud.state.tx.us/Hotline.aspx

Let's make sure that the "University
Innovation Alliance (UIA)" and "Massive Open
Online Course" MOOC never get off the
ground due to their corrupt foundations.

RESOURCE:
http://inspectorsgeneral.org/directory‐of‐
state‐and‐local‐government‐oversight‐
agencies/
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dave123 September 22, 2016 at 7:02 PM

House Panel Approves Contempt Charge For Clinton IT Guru

Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2016/09/22/house‐panel‐approves‐contempt‐charge‐
for‐clinton‐it‐guru/#ixzz4L2YcGDMC

BREAKING: Harvard Loses Almost $2 Billion in Endowment Value â€‹Harvard Management
Company lost almost $2 billion in endowment value during a â€œdisappointingâ€  fiscal
year 2016, posting its worst endowment returns since the nadir of the financial crisis 

Reply

In your back ya September 22, 2016 at 8:30 PM

It would be nice if Dave could take the f‐word out of his comments. 
Thank you!!

Reply

dave123 September 22, 2016 at 11:44 PM

JUST LET ME F THINK ABOUT THAT?????

LawBlogger949 September 22, 2016 at 11:33 PM

That crazy lawsuit by John Waters against Ohio State was tossed by both the Ohio state
courts and the federal courts. But I'm sure those decisions had nothing to do with the
fact that the suit was frivolous. I'm sure it's all part of some massive conspiracy involving
the Russians, Soros, Hillary Clinton, Facebook, and the hundreds of tech companies that
are members of the Eclipse Foundation. :)

http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2016/08/12/Judge_dismisses_former_Ohi
o_State_band_director_Jon_Waters_lawsuit.html

Reply

K. Craine September 23, 2016 at 8:48 PM

More misinformation from "LawBlogger 949". In all your alleged reporting you
have forgotten to mention that Jon Waters has appealed. Paying judges to go
along with you is called bribery. Ohio State has become a data hub for
globalist MOOC. That is a fact, but you don't like facts, we forgot.

Aaron Johanasson September 23, 2016 at 12:42 AM

Arasmus, your comment makes no sense. 

Facebook proved in federal court that Leader's patent is invalid. That verdict was upheld
by the Federal Circuit and then the Supreme Court denied cert. So that verdict is now
final and there is no legal avenue for Leader to change it. Additionally, the USPTO
invalidated the patent, so Leader cannot assert it against any other party. 

The same is true for that Van der Meer patent. The claimed inventor is deceased and his
estate sold that patent to a holding firm. The court ruled that the firm waited to bring a
claim, so any suit it barred by a legal doctrine known as laches. 

I have no idea who this Dr. aranchulan is but a quick search shows she never sued
Facebook. Her filings that I found however sure do show the work of a patent troll! In any
event, any suit by her would now be barred by the statute of limitations.

So the bottom line here is that any party taking money from Facebook has no reason to
be concerned. I am frankly kind of shocked at your comment. Mark Zuckerberg is
donating billions of dollars toward an incredibly worthy cause. I don't see how you could
take issue with that.

Reply
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dave123 September 23, 2016 at 10:00 AM

Hay Aaron Johanasson go and Discover the life and works of L. Ron Hubbard
and when you lose all your life works don't cry to me like a little ........

K. Craine September 23, 2016 at 8:45 PM

Dear "Aaron,"

Yawn, your tromp through the weeds is amusing. You are obviously a paid troll.
Come back when you have had your intellectual property stolen. Your facts
are all wrong. Yours is a position in search of validation. That is not the way of
truth bro. You, in all your various aliases have yet to affirm that Leader
Technologies PROVED in 11 of 11 claims that Facebook infringes their patent
and that Facebook's alleged on‐sale bar evidence was attorney‐fabricated.
Whoops. Paying judges to go along is called bribery. You need to stop speaking
your ignorance. It only embarrasses you.

Rain Onyourparade September 23, 2016 at 8:59 PM

The fact that old Aaron doesn't know who Dr. Arunachalam is shows that he is
a complete ignoramus. She is one of the true pioneers of the Internet. Aaron,
how does talking out of your ass really feel?

dave123 September 23, 2016 at 9:07 AM

Federal Judge Nicholas Garaufis was outraged that Kirkland & Ellis, a top Manhattan law
firm, would send a young rookie attorney to defend Facebook after the social media giant
was accused of facilitating terrorism Thomas Aulden Burcher II was the rookie attorney
assigned by Kirkland & Ellis law firm to defend Facebook against two suits. The judge
dismissed the young attorney from court after saying, "I've been a lawyer for 41 years and
a judge for 16 years and I'm not having this discussion with you."

Reply

K. Craine September 23, 2016 at 8:36 PM

Email comment by GH:

Staff. (Sep. 23, 2016). Top Clinton aide headed to PRISON? The Horn News / AP.

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton’s email woes aren’t done yet.

Clinton’s previously tight‐lipped former email chief Brian Pagliano, who set‐up her
controversial email server and refused to answer previous questions in public, may soon
be facing a large fine — or even prison time — for ignoring a Congressional subpoena.

Could this threat of punishment finally motivate the email guru to spill the beans in
public? Supporters of Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump certainly hope so.

A House committee voted on Thursday to hold Pagliano in contempt of Congress for his
refusal to appear before them. The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee
approved the contempt resolution on a 19‐15 party‐line vote. The resolution states that
Bryan Pagliano, the computer specialist tasked with establishing Clinton’s server while
she was secretary of state, did not comply with two subpoenas ordering him to appear
before the panel.

The committee chairman, Utah Rep. Jason Chaffetz, said the contempt resolution was
forced by Pagliano’s refusal to comply with the subpoenas.

Full story:

https://thehornnews.com/top‐clinton‐aide‐headed‐prison/
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K. Craine September 23, 2016 at 8:53 PM

Email comment by GH/DL/AS:

WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) tweeted at 6:53 PM on Fri, Sep 23, 2016:
FBI report reveals that Obama used a secret pseudonym to send emails Clinton and these
emails ended up on her private server.
(https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/779498866131337216?s=02)

Reply

K. Craine September 23, 2016 at 8:54 PM

Email comment by GH/DM:

WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) tweeted at 5:05 PM on Fri, Sep 23, 2016:
FBI dumps 189 pages of heavily redacted Clinton witness interviews under the cover of
Friday evening #FBIFriday https://t.co/w4zA0IKBl5
(https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/779471779458867200?s=02)

Reply

K. Craine September 24, 2016 at 7:18 AM

Email comment by The Intercept:

David Dayen. (Sep. 22, 2016). A Vast Scheme Uncovered. The Money is Gone. The
Intercept.

Part 1
After a stock analyst lost $1 million on one penny stock, he set off to find out how — and
soon discovered signs of a far bigger scheme than he had ever imagined.

Full stories:

https://theintercept.com/series/penny‐stock‐chronicles/

Reply

K. Craine September 24, 2016 at 7:22 AM

Email comment by GH, JM, Newsmax:

Yet another OBAMA LIE (No knowledge of Hillary's private email server). This really has
been an a year organized crime racket... 

Jason Devaney. (Sep. 23, 2016). The Hill: Obama Used Fake Address When Emailing
Clinton. Newsmax.

President Barack Obama used a fake name and address while communicating with Hillary
Clinton via email when she was secretary of state, according to FBI documents.

The Hill reports that Friday's document dump by the FBI contains notes from the bureau's
interview with longtime Clinton aide Huma Abedin. She was asked about a particular
email from an address that "is believed to be a pseudonym used by the President."

Abedin claimed she did not recognize the name in question and "expressed her
amazement" that the president used the tactic to hide who he was.

"How is this not classified?" Abedin reportedly asked the agents during the interview.

Full Story:

http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/obama‐fake‐emails‐address/2016/09/23/id/749926/

Reply

K. Craine September 24, 2016 at 7:43 AM

FBI RELEASED MORE HILLARY EMAILS ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON, SEP. 23, 2016. AFI readers
asked to download, review and comment immediately, before the Monday evening
debate.

FBI Records: The Vault. (Sep. 23, 2016). Hillary R. Clinton Part 03 of 03. FBI.

Downloadable PDF:
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https://vault.fbi.gov/hillary‐r.‐clinton/hillary‐r.‐clinton‐part‐03‐of‐03/view

Reply

dave123 September 24, 2016 at 10:25 AM

The FBI said in a summary of its report released to Congress earlier this month
that in December 2014 "a top Clinton aide" told Denver‐based Platte River
Networks to destroy an archive of e‐mails from her private server, but the
company failed to do so.

Then, after The New York Times reported in early March 2015 details of then‐
Secretary Clinton’s use of a private server, the House committee investigating
the deadly attacks on the American embassy in Benghazi, Libya, ordered that
her e‐mails be preserved, and subpoenaed those related to the attack. Three
weeks later, the story goes, the engineer responsible for deleting Clinton’s
archive suddenly remembered the failed duty, and acted on it by deleting the
e‐mails with a program (wonderfully named BleachBit) that apparently
rendered most of them unreadable.

Around the time of Paul Combetta's sudden recollection, Platte River officials
joined a conference call with Hillary Clinton attorneys Cheryl Mills and David
Kendall, according to the FBI report.

K. Craine September 25, 2016 at 3:36 AM

Email comment by GH:

CNN ‐ The Clinton News Network ‐ is protecting its Clinton Foundation donors in the
Middle East. More proof on video.

Logical Campaign (@LogicalCampaign) tweeted at 3:51 PM on Sat, Sep 24, 2016:
UNBELIEVABLE!!

#CNN journalist admits CNN censors news on behalf of Crooked Hillary Clinton donors
#CrookedHillary #TrumpTrain #Trump2016 

https://t.co/2diHKaV8e4

https://twitter.com/LogicalCampaign/status/779815444945395713?s=02

Reply

K. Craine September 25, 2016 at 3:51 AM

Email comment by GH/JM:

Martin Walsh. (Sep. 08, 2016). FBI Director Comey sat on board that donated $81m to
Hillary (spread this).

In July, everyone sadly remembers when FBI Director James Comey held his press
conference indicating that he would be recommending no charges be brought against
Hillary for using an illegal, secret, unsecured, private email server that was undoubtedly
hacked by various foreign governments and hackers.

This month, on the eve of Labor Day weekend, the FBI tried to covertly release their
official documents on their investigation into Clinton’s e‐mails as if they were hoping
people wouldn’t notice. Well, we did; and we are even angrier at the “system” now than
we were before. As a reminder, Comey stated in July that “we [the FBI] can’t establish…
that she acted with the necessary criminal intent.” The documents released from the
FBI paint a much different picture.

FBI documents revealed that Hillary Clinton used not one, but three, private servers
while Secretary of State and all were kept in her basement. The FBI determined that
ZERO of her e‐mails used encryption, and they stated that Clinton’s server was
successfully hacked in January of 2013. Comey also revealed that Hillary lost quite a bit
of property containing some of our nations top secrets.

This is from an official document received from HSBC’s site indicating that James Comey –
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yes, THAT James Comey – resigned from HSBC’s board of directors in 2013. Odd, so is it
possible that Comey recommended no chargers against Hillary Clinton after the banks he
was a board director on gave $81 MILLION to Hillary’s Foundation? Coincidence? Think
again.

Full article:

https://conservativedailypost.com/fbi‐director‐comey‐sat‐on‐board‐that‐donated‐81m‐to‐
hillary‐spread‐this/

Reply

dave123 September 25, 2016 at 5:32 AM

Some FBI agents are angered by plan to extend tenure of Director ... ROBERT
MULLER 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/...robert‐mueller/.../AF76cP7G_story.html
James Comey – resigned from HSBC’s board of directors in 2013. Odd, so is it
possible that Comey recommended no chargers against Hillary Clinton after
the banks he was a board director on gave $81 MILLION to Hillary’s Foundation?
Coincidence? Think again.
19 May 2011 ... President Obama's plan to keep FBI Director Robert S. Mueller
III in office beyond 
his ... is considering whether to grant Obama's request to allow Mueller two
more 
years in office — an ... This isn't the time to change directors.''.

Rain Onyourparade September 25, 2016 at 3:59 AM

FBI Director Comey fabcricated his "intent" defense for Hillary. Here's proof of her intent
to obstruct justice and hide her criminal activity. People better get this proof off the
web before it is scraped down by the dark forces.

IWB. (Sep. 23, 2016). Hillary Emailgate: How One Twitter User Proved The “Intent” That
The FBI Missed After Months “Investigating”. InvestmentWatch.

Earlier this week, a twitter user named “Katica” seemingly proved the “intent” of the
Hillary campaign to destroy and/or tamper with federal records by revealing the Reddit
thread of Paul Combetta (aka the “Oh Shit” guy; aka “stonetear”). But what’s most crazy
about this story is that “Katica” was able to discover the greatest “bombshell” of the
entire Hillary email scandal with just a couple of internet searches while the FBI, with
unlimited access to government records, spent months “investigating” this case and
missed it all. The only question now is whether the FBI “missed” this evidence because
of gross incompetence orbecause of other motivating factors?

Now, courtesy of an opinion piece posted on The Daily Caller, we know exactly how
“Katica” pieced her “bombshell” discovery together…the folks at the FBI may want to
take some notes.

Per the twitter discussion below with @RepStevenSmith, “Katica” discovered Combetta’s
Reddit thread on September 16th. But while she suspected that Paul Combetta and the
Reddit user known as “stonetear” were, in fact, the same person, she had to prove it...
[She did...)

Full story.

https://investmentwatchblog.com/hillary‐emailgate‐how‐one‐twitter‐user‐proved‐the‐
intent‐that‐the‐fbi‐missed‐after‐months‐investigating/

Reply

K. Craine September 25, 2016 at 7:25 AM

BOMBSHELL ‐ PLEASE DISTRIBUTE WIDELY: AFI investigators have worked this
morning on this story and discovered that Katica's research was easily more
thorough than the FBI's on determining "intent" by FBI Director James B.
Comey.

Several news outlets contributed to this research. We have included this
information in this article:

Tyler Durden. (Sep. 23, 2016). Hillary Emailgate: How One Twitter User Proved
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The "Intent" That The FBI Missed After Months "Investigating". ZeroHedge.

Full story:

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐09‐23‐Hillary‐Emailgate‐How‐
One‐Twitter‐User‐Proved‐The‐Intent‐That‐The‐FBI‐Missed‐After‐Months‐
Investigating‐by‐Tyler‐Durden‐ZeroHedge‐Sep‐23‐2016.pdf

dave123 September 25, 2016 at 6:32 AM

ON FIRE LAST 7 DAYS
GET OUT NOW!!! OBAMA JUST TOLD US THAT HE WILL DECLARE MARTIAL LAW IN 2016!!! The
ultimate EVIDENCE for FEMA Concentration Camp 
Combetta who asked for Reddit’s Help in Deleting Clinton’s Emails Now under Subpoena
After Deleting his Reddit Posts. 
Obama Executive Order 13603 Authorizes Slavery In The US 
WikiLeaks: Bill O’Reilly and Megan Kelly Are Clinton Operatives 
BUSTED! New Clinton Scandal Rocks The Internet! 
The Secret Cause of Dollar Collapse on 27 September 2016 
BOMBSHELL: Haitian President EXPOSES #ClintonFoundation at #Trump event: “Hillary
tried to bribe me!” He saved all documented proof 
RAND PAUL BREAKS SILENCE ON HILLARY’S HEALTH DROPS BOMBSHELL ACCUSATION 
Class Action Attorney Has Evidence That Could End Hillary’s Run 
Hillary has volunteer event in OHIO. NO ONE shows 

Reply

K. Craine September 25, 2016 at 7:52 AM

THIRD BATCH OF FBI INTERVIEWS PROVE THAT HILLARY AND STAFF RELEASED HER EMAILS
INTO THE PUBLIC THEMSELVES VIA GOOGLE UPLOADS

The FBI redacted the name of the person who was working with Hillary's aide MONICA R.
HANLEY. The link to page 21 of the FBI release is included below:

"(U/FOUO) In February 2014 [REDACTED] worked with MONICA HANLEY to import an archive
of HILLARY CLINTON's email from an Apple MacBook to the PRN‐maintainted [Platte River
Networks] server hosted for the CLINTON EXECUTIVE SERVICES CORPORATION (CESC). This
server hosted CLINTON's email account. HANLEY told [REDACTED] the MacBook contained
old email that only existed on the laptop and HANLEY did not want to lose it. The email
was stored in Mac Mail within folders labeled by your as 2009 Inbox, 2009 Sent Items, 2010
Inbox, 2010 Sent Items, etc [REDACTED] tried to effect the transfer of the archived email
through a remote session using ScreenConnect, but the WiFi connection was intermittent
and the MacBook repeatedly turned itself off. Therefore, HANLEY shipped the MacBook to
[REDACTED] was unaware of a USB flash dirve containing an identical set of the email
files.

(U/FOUO) [REDACTED] tried various tools and Googled for solutions to effectively transfer
the email files. After researching options, [REDACTED] transferred all of the email
content to the "dummy" gmail account [REDACTED]@gmail.com [REDACTED] connected to
the administrative server to the gmail account and used it as a bridge to move the email
into a mailbox named themselves on the Exchange server. . . "

Full FBI Hillary Part 3 Sep. 23, 2016 Release:

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐09‐23‐Hillary‐R‐Clinton‐Part‐3‐of‐Interview‐
FBI‐released‐Sep‐23‐2016.pdf#page=21

THE USE OF GOOGLE COMPROMISED HILLARY'S EMAIL AND MADE IT PUBLIC:

Google Terms of Service:
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/?fg=1

Your Content in our Services:
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